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Calloway ranked among state's healthiest counties]
By TOM BERRY
Staff Report
Calloway County has been counted
as one of the 10 healthiest counties in
Kentucky by a recent study and local
health officials cite access to quality
health care and residents taking advantage of recreational opportunities
among factors for that ranking.
The report by the Kentucky Institute

of Medicine, a Lexington-based think
tank, titled "Health of Kentucky,"
determined that most of the state's
health problems are due to poor
lifestyle choices, such as tobacco use,
unhealthy diets and/or not enough exercise. But a lack of physicians and not
having health insurance — particularly
among residents of eastern Kentucky,
the poorest region in the state — were

also contributing factors.
Linda Cavitt, director of nursing at
the
Purchase
District
Health
Department and formerly the site manager at the Calloway County Health
Center. said Monday that the report
noted access to health care as an important factor among those counties selected as healthiest and Calloway would
fall into that category.

-We have the medical offices there
in town, plus we have the hospital and
the (Angels Clinic)," she said. "We also
have school nurses in the schools which
work with a lot of the children that way
and I know that there are a lot of afterschool activities for the children. I think
that's good."
Widespread access to physical activity in schools, parks or assorted health-

centered businesses were also cited.
"There are a lot of family opportuilA
ties that come up. especially in the sutlie
mertime," Cavitt added. -There's a lit
to do and it is advertised. People realI
take that and go with it, I think."
Zs
.
Keith Bailey, CEO of Murrak
Calloway County Hospital, said tlJf.

•See Page 2A

Gentry House offering assistance Murray seniors
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
The Gentry House Inc. Board
of Directors wants those who
find themselves in a crisis situation with no where to turn to
know that help is available.
Case
manager
Nancy
Williams said during a meeting
at the board's new Broad Street
office last week that Gentry
House stands ready to firovide
emergency assistance to those
needing a temporary home and
help getting back on their feet.
"We just want to let everyone
know that we're here and where
we are," Williams said.
Williams now shares an
office with officials of Murray's
Merryman House spousal abuse
center located at 629 Broad St.
at the intersection of Broad and
Ellis streets.
The actual residential facility
is located on Memory Lane, but
those needing help should come
to the office location to apply for
assistance.
Formerly called the MurrayCalloway County Transitional
Home, Gentry House offers
emergency temporary shelter to
families with children, referrals
to appropriate public and private
agencies that can help, assistance with job search information and information for secur-

complete ISS
'Mission to
Mars' project

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

The Gentry House Inc Board of Directors stands ready to help those living in the community
who find themselves needing emergency shelter in time of a crisis. Members of the board
include, left to right, John Resig, Matt Mattingty, Faye Dodd, Denies Schuttler, Lena Charts,
case manager Nancy Williams, Pat Falcon and the Rev. David Montgomery. Not pictured are
Eleanor Spry, the Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten and Michael Richardson.
ing permanent housing
those that are working to save honor of former Need Line
The length of stay is set at 30 money for a housing deposit.
days with exceptions made for
Gentry House was named in

•See Page 2A

By SHERRY PURDOM
Murray Schools Public Information Officer
Murray High School seniors Caitlin Williams and Bradley Cobb
recently represented MHS as the only U.S. high school for the fifth
year in a row at the International Space School.
The school is a two-week summer space academic learning initiative in Houston's Bay area.
Affiliated with NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, ISS
invites one U.S. high school along with 34 students from 18 other
countries to participate each summer. Williams and Cobb joined students from other countries such as Canada, Mexico, Chile, Bolivia,
South Africa, Namibia. Italy, France, Germany, England, Russia and
India.
Williams and Cobb joined other past MHS recipients that include
Williams' sister, Heather, and Cobb's brother, Ryan, Sarah
Kuykendall, Luke Welch, Laura Harris, Austin Carter, Jonathan Raj
and Haley Hart.
While there, the participant's daily activities involved working

with civil and contractoraerocriace professionals tO provide needsbased instruction in topics relevant to designing a "Manned Mission
to Mars," assignment. Divided into four teams, each team designated by a colored uniform, is responsible for a specific and integrated

See Page 2A

Ledger file photos

Calloway County Laker (left) and Murray High Tiger bands are pictured from last year's
Festival of Champions band competition at Stewart Stadium. The 30th festival will take place

this weekend with bands from Kentucky, Illinois and Tennessee taking part. The Laker Band is
scheduled to perform at 1 p.m. MHS is scheduled for 11:45 a.m.

Calloway, Murray High bands compete in weekend's Festival of Champions
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will once
again he hosting one of the oldest and
most prestigious marching hand festivals of its kind in the South Saturday in
the 30th annual Festival of Champions
high school competition.
Twenty-one bands from throughout
Kentucky. Missouri. Indiana. Illinois
and Tennessee will compete according
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to classification. -These bands are representative of some of the finest in our
region." said MSU Director of Bands
Dennis L. Johnson. "and their appearance is certainly due in part to the quality and national reputation of the
Festival of Champions. It is indeed a
testimony to our festival that so many
fine bands will travel such great distances to participate."

3-DAY FORECAST
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•

.
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WM Denby

John Fannin, assistant director of
hands and director of the Murray State
University Racer Band. agreed. -The
competition is filled with terrific bands
and should provide a wonderful day of
pageantry and excitement."
"Thirty years is quite a milestone
and we are doing everything possible to
make it a very special day for the bands
and all those who attend."

Reading, wiltititi

The competition will be held in the
Roy Stewart Stadium and begins at
9:30 a.m. with the Class A bands and
continues through the Class 5A bands
which concludes at 3:30 p.m. At that
time. the Murray State University
Racer Band will perform the first of
two exhibitions dunng the day.
As determined by a panel of nationally distinguished adjudicators. the

•See Page 3A
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finals competition will include the best
band in each classification plus the
bands comprising the next seven highest overall scores. The "finals" competition will begin at 6 p.m.
"This is a new procedure for us,"
Johnson said, "and we think having 12
hands instead of ten in the finals will

United Way of Murray/Calloway
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Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold!
Tickets are available at: BR&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Rank,
Regions Rank, and US Rank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calltse (270) 753-0317 or go on the web at www unitedwayma or
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MCCH Blood Bank in
need for 0- blood

•Healthiest counties ...
From Front

The Blood Bank at Murray -Calloway County greatly needed The blood recëivedby MCCH
Hospital is experiencing a blood shortage of 0 Blood Bank stays in the community to serve the
Negative blood MUCH Blood Bank hours for needs of patients within our area.
drawing blood are Monday through Thursday
A blood donor must be at least 18 years of age
Irons 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Unday from 7 a in. to tor 17 with parental consent), be in good health.
3.30 pm
weight at least 110 pounds. and pass the brief
The constant supply of blood provided locally physical and health history exams given prior to
to the MCCH Blood Bank provides the gift of life collecting the donation
to many people From a convenience perspective,
To make an appointment or to donate blood or
it only takes less than an hour to make a blood to find out where the next blood drive will be held,
donation and donations of all blood types are contact the Blood Bank at 762-1119.

GREG TRAViSitadger & Times
CONSTITUTION COSTUMES: Murray State University sponsored its first Costume Contest
Parade Monday The event was held in conjunction with Constitution Day Other activities
included a History Department debate, posters and essays. and an 'American as Apple Pee'
contest Pictured above. Mary Matheny. left, a senior theater major from Owensboro. was the
first place winner in the Authentic Period Category. and Lauren Cecil, right, a junior theater
major from New Albany Ind was the first place winner in the Casual Category.

•

service

facility's staff works hard to provide the highest quality, patient
centered health care services to
improve the health status of the
region.
"Being named OW of the top
most healthy counties in
Kentucky validates that we are
contributing to the improved
status of our patients," Bailey
said.
C'atherine Sivills, MCC'H
director of planning and marketing, said MCCH is proud to
have had a part in the success.
'This recognition represents
many efforts from the medical
community that will allow our
citizens to have the best oppw
tunny for quality health Stn ic
es," she said. "MCCH is proud
to be a part of these ongoing
efforts."
None of the 10 unhealthiest
counties were in western
Kentucky, but only Calloway
and Daviess counties were
selected from western Kentucky
among the 10 healthiest. The 10
healthiest counties include, in
order,
rs
tarmc
, in Oldham.
Boone,
Jessamine.
Anderson.
Woodford, Fayette, Spencer.
Daviess, Calloway and Clark.
According to the report, the
state's healthiest region was
mostly center in the suburbs of
Louisville and Lexington.
Although Kentucky was
determined by the study to be "a
healthy place to live and work,"
the (7ornmonwealth fared worse
than the rest of the nation in
terms of smoking, obesity, lack
'of exercise and oral health: • --29 percent of Kentucky
adults smoke compared to 21
percent nationwide
—29 percent of Kentucky
adults are obese, compared to 24
percent nationwide
—32 percent of Kentucky
adults don't get enough exercise. compared to 24 percent
nationwide
--37 percent of Kentucky
adults are missing six or more
teeth, compared to 33 percent
nationwide.
Eastern Kentucky's Wolfe
County was ranked as the least
healthy county in the study.

AP

Dr. Jacqueline Noonan examines 10 year old patient Ulis
Ungar at a University of Kentucky regional clinic held at the
Harlan Health Department in Harlan, Ky. All but one of
Kentucky's 10 unhealthiest counties are in the Appalachian
hills.
Wolfe County showed high rates
of lung cancer, premature deaths
and deaths related to cardiovascular diseases. The county also
has a low high school graduation
rate and a low per capita income
of SI7,241, both of which contribute to a lack of health insurance.
"People here don't have the
insurance," said Paula Dean,
county coordinator for the Wolfe
County health department. "Jobs
are real difficult to come by
here."
Wolfe County's unemployment rate is the third-highest in
the state at 10.3 percent.
The findings were similar to
those of other eastern Kentucky
counties, including neighboring
Lee and Powell counties.
The worst ranking was
Wolfe, Clay. Harlan. Perry,
McCreary. Lee. Knott, Hart,
Powell and Owsley.
"It's all the usual suspects ...
we have always been noted for
smoking and obesity," said Dr.
Raymond Wells, a physician in
Inez
who
co-chairs
the
Kentucky Institute of Medicine.
Wells, an eastern Kentucky

III Murray seniors

native, blamed part of the problem, especially unhealthy cooking and eating, on culture.
'It's not that we can't afford
healthy food. It's ingrained in us
that eating is a big part of our
social lives,' Well said, adding
that changing unhealthy habits
in the region would require a
"mind-set change."
Oldham County, north of
Jefferson County and the healthiest on the list, reported low
rates of obesity, diabetes and
overall mortality. Its strengths
lie in affluente and education:
its high school graduation rate
and per capita income surpass
state and national averages, with
only eight percent of its under
65 population uninsured.
"Like politics, all heath care
is local," said Dr. Emery Wilson,
director of the Office of Health
and Development at the
University of Kentucky College
of Medicine. "If we really want
to improve the health of
Kentuckians, we must start at
the local or county level."
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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From Front

UrgentCare/Occupational Medicine
Primary Core Medical Center
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portion of the mission while attending the school.
Robert Alexander. a shuttle robotics engineer
with MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates and ISS
board member, assists the [SS board of directors
with a panel of distinguished aerospace professionals by serving as an advisor in strategically
locating the schools represented at ISS.
Alexander, the grandson of the late Dr Max and
Kay Carman. said Murray High School was first
invited five years ago when Murray'. diversity,
along with their science and math test rankings.
helped ui being chosen as the S representative
"Murray 's location, little exposure and a
diverse community, were among the criteria that
aided in the decisive factor," he said. —The lac(
that the school system had won numerous awards
and Applause for achievement was also a main factor that was appealing to our United States representatise"
Alexander said Cobb and Williams illustrated
magnificent leadership skills "Bradley and
Caitlin were key in helping the class finish their
project. This was one of the strongest classes that
we had ever seen, and I Was glad that they Were a
major part of it

To Apply Wilharns and Cobh completed an
application And assignment through Murray High
School A MHS panel comprised of former space
camp members and MitS faculty members make
the final decision
"We look at many factors in addition to the
planned lesson they are required to complete as
their application process. Problem solving, attendance and hchas tor and people skills are main factors that are also reviewed when making the final
decision." Murray High Principal Teresa Speed
said —This opportunity presents a gateway into
future NASA job opportunities with all the participants"
Cobb encouraged interested MHS students to
apply for this opportunity
Photos provicieo
"I feel very honored and privileged that I was Murray High School seniors Caitlin Williams
able to represent Murray High. the only United (top photo) and Bradley Cobb (bottom photo)
States high school, and our country." he said. "It are shown accepting participation certificates
was an invaluable educational experience"
from NASA official at closing ceremony.
Williams said it was an experience of a life
time "1 met students from many other countries," Rogers said these opportunities do not come along
she said "Working on the different 'Manned every day.
"Being invited to participate in this school,
Mission to Mars' teams and implementing strategies were very focused efforts that allowed all of which is an invitation only endeavor, provides our
us representing the numerous countries to assist students with the opportunity to gain invaluable
experience and goes above and beyond their imag
with all the planning "
Murray Independent Superintendent Bob mations and future goals." he said

For your Urgent Care and Occupational Medicine .(.0+

Primary Care is Always There!
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Director Kathie Gentry, who
died in 2001 Gentry House is
dedicated to helping homeless
persons by providing the
resources they need to become
self-sufficient and respected
members of the Murray Calloway County community.
Williams says the agency is
seeking help from the public in

the collection of toilet paper.
paper towels, cleaning and laundry items, washing machines.
television sets, bunk beds, pot
holders, pots. pans and just
about any or all household
items
For more information about
Gentry House or to make a
donation, visit the office
between the hours of 8 a.m. to

12p m on Monday. Wednesday
and Thursday or 7 a.m to 4 p m
on Tuesday.'nit office is closed
Fridays and may be closed on
other days of the week due
meetings, errands or training
To contact Williams. visit the
office or call 761-6802 She can
also be contacted by fax at 759
8553 or by e-mail at gentry
houserityahoo corn

es
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Beshear gains GOP endorsements
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By The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API — Two wellknown Republicans broke away from
Kentucky's first GOP governor in a generation to endorse Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Steve Beshear on Monday.
Former U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins — who
represented the 6th District, which includes
Lexington, trom 1979 to 1993 — appeared
with Beshear in downtown Lexington to
announce his support.
"I believe Steve Beshear can provide the
leadership Kentucky needs," said Hopkins,
who was the Republican nominee for governor in 1991, losing to Democrat Brereton
Jones.
Former state Rep. Steve Nunn, the son of
the last Republican governor, Louie Nunn,
until Gov. Ernie Fletcher's election in 2003.
said he also would support Beshear.
Steve Nunn called the last four years during Fletcher's administration "a comedy of
errors."
"Four years of failed leadership has led to
this decision," Nunn said.
Beshear said neither Nunn nor Hopkins
asked him for anything in return for their
endorsements, nor did he promise them anything in return.
Fletcher said on Monday that he has considerable support from Democrats, adding
that the Nunn and Hopkins endorsement of
Beshear is "one of those things. You're
going to have some folks go either way."
Later in a statement, Fletcher spokesman
Jason Keller said in a statement that "there
are a significant number of Democrats supporting Gov. Fletcher in this election
because they recognize that he is the only
candidate that represents Kentucky's values
and will not invite the scourge of casino
gambling _into oor_commoriwealth." Keller,
declined to name them.
Nunn, who lost to Fletcher in the 2003
Republican primary, said his decision had
nothing to do with sour grapes. Nunn
expressed concern about the investigation
into whether Fletcher's administration had
violated state hiring laws in an alleged
scheme to reward political supporters with
state jobs.
Fletcher and at least 14 of his aides and
associates were indicted. Fletcher issued
pardons for everyone except himself. His
lawyers worked out a deal with prosecutors
to have the charges against him dropped.
Hopkins said he wants the opportunity to
vote on a referendum on whether to legalize
casino gambling, and said he believes most
other Kentuckians want that same opportunity.
1<
n.
i
Beshear supports amending Kentucky's
Constitution to allow limited casino .gambling. He'says Kentuckians already spend
huge amounts at casinos across the border in
Indiana and Illinois. and says taxes from
legalized gambling could help fund educa-

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A Franklin County judge on Mondai
denied a request to temporarily halt ethics proceedings against state
Highway Commissioner Marc Williams.
The Executive Branch Ethics Commission had previously!
charged Williams with a state ethics violation for allegedly trying te
steer a Harrison County bndge project to a specific engineerine
..!
firm.
The ethics commission hearing is scheduled to take place on
Sept. 24, but Williams asked for a delay while the Kentucky attorI
ney general's office conducts a related investigation.
Franklin Circuit Judge Phillip Shepherd said "there is an'
extremely important public interest to be served in allowing a pubs:
lic hearing on these charges to proceed as scheduled." the LexingtonHerald-Leader reported on its Web site.
Williams' attorney, J. Guthrie True, said that if the ethics hearing
begins, Williams would have to choose between invoking his Fifth,
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination by not testifying,.
which could compromise his ability to defend himself, or testifyine
"and run the risk of aiding the criminal investigation."
John Steffen, the conunission's general counsel, said the panes
simply is trying to keep the case moving.
4
e:

Funeral for Kentucky guardsman
will be Saturday
AP
Kentucky Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear makes a point while
speaking at a candidates forum in Danville, Ky., Friday.
tion, health care and other initiatives.
Fletcher says he'll fight any effort to
legalize casinos. The governor previously
said he would not oppose efforts to put such
a measure on the ballot, but abruptly
changed his stance after this year's primary,
citing his personal opposition to gambling.
Fletcher and Beshear appeared at a higher education conference_ in Louisville itt the
afternoon and ended the day with a feisty
appearance on "Kentucky Tonight," a weekly public affairs program on Kentucky
Educational Television.
In sometimes sharp exchanges. Fletcher
and Beshear verbally attacked each other on
the two issues that have overshadowed the
campaign: Fletcher's legal woes and
Beshear's support for casino gambling.
One of the harshest exchanges came
when Beshear said Fletcher entered into a
"plea bargain" with prosecutors to have an
indictment dismissed.
"The charges were dropped, that's not a
plea bargain," Fletcher said.
"Oh yes it was a plea bargain," Beshear
retorted.
At the education conference earlier in the
day, Beshear said Kentucky has lost its
momentum as a natioaal trendsetter in education. and accused Fletcher of imderinvest-.
ing in the system — from kindergarten
through college.
Fletcher countered that he presided over
increased spending for education along with

age points.
Conway is a
Louisville
lawyer
who
narrowly lost
his 2002 challenge of thenU.S. Rep. Anne
Northup in the
Louisville-area
3rd
Conway
District.
Lee is a lawyer
and state representative from
Lexington.
Conway is ahead in every
part of the state, including Lee's
home congressional district, the
6th. Conway's support is
strongest in his home district,
where he has 54 percent support

FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) — The funeral for a Kentucky Army
National Guard soldier killed in Iraq when his military vehicle overturned will be Saturday in Radcliff.
Pfc. Sammie E. Phillips, 19, of Vine Grove was killed on Sept. 10
while on a traffic control mission. Two other Kentucky guardsmen
were injured in the crash.
Phillips' funeral will be at Stithton Baptist Church. Burial with
full military honors will be in the North Hardin Memorial Gardens
in Radcliff.
Phillips was assigned to Battery B. 2nd Battalion, 138th Field
Artillery, based in Carlisle. He joined the Kentucky Guard last yeali.
and deployed with his unit last month.

a surge in campus construction projects.
Fletcher also promised $100 million in
bonding authority for the "Bucks for Brains"
program, which matches public money with
private donations to attract top researchers
to Kentucky universities.
In a new policy announcement. Fletcher
said that if re-elected he would commit at
least $100_million.in state bonding authority
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Police say two men are dead after a
in the next two-year budget for "Bucks for
shooting in south Louisville.
Brains."
Police Chief Robert White says the two men died at the scene.
Beshear has criticized Fletcher for underHe says it appears that the men were trying to break into an apartfunding the program. "I'm glad he's finally
realized the importance of Bucks for ment this morning. A male resident of the apartment also suffered
Brains," Beshear said after Fletcher's injuries.
speech.
Beshear said if elected he would meet
with higher education officials to "figure out
Our local go% emment.
a number that makes sense" in funding
Bucks for Brains.
Community events.
The two candidates also sparred over the
state's prevailing wage law, which requires
No one covers the
governments in Kentucky to pay union scale
wages on construction projects.
news that matters to you like
Fletcher said repealing the law would let
your community newspaper.
universities stretch construction money further.
Beshear responded that the law ensure.
workers "make a decent living."
"He would punish. foam diat•198061h,
buildings in order to save a few dollars oi,
the other end." Beshear said of Fletcher.
who unsuccessfully tried to repeal the prevailing wage law earlier in his term.

Poll has Conway ahead of
Republican Lee in AG race
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Jack Conway has a
over
double-digit
lead
Republican Stan Lee in the race
for Kentucky attorney general,
hut nearly one-third of voters are
undecided, according to a new
poll.
With the Nov. 6 election
seven weeks away. Conway
leads Lee 43 percent to 26 percent. with 31 percent of respondents undecided, according to
Lexington
the
HeraldLeader/Action
News
36
Election Poll released Tuesday.
The survey includes responses from 6(8) likely voters polled
by phone Sept. 10-13. It has a
margin of error of four percent-

KentuckylnBrief
Judge denies request for more time
in ethics proceedings

iII
the
3rd
District.
Both candidates say their
support
will
rise as they get
their message
out.
"The media
has not covered
Lae
this
race
much."
Conway said. "I think those
numbers will go even higher.'
Lee said the numbers are
encouraging considering he
does not have Conway's name
recognition.

Two dead
. .„in. south Louisville shooting•
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Pop Quiz: This guy is ...
A. Doing his homework.
B. Sending photos to his mother by e-mail.
C. Using your credit and debit card info to shop online.

•Bands compete ...
From Front
add to the excitement of the festival"
Following the finals competition, the MSU Racer Band will
again perform a totally different
and unique show. "It's very
exciting for our students to perform before so many wonderful
bands and such an appreciative
audience", stated tannin.
Ticket prices are $6 for adults
and $4 for children under 12 for
either the preliminary or the
finals competition. A special
combination ticket which is
good for the preliminary and
finals competition is available
for $10 adults and $6 for children under 12 Murray State
students with ID qualify for the
reduced (children's) rates as
well.
Johnson noted that a special
group price is available for
organizations of more than 25
who reserve tickets in advance
Interested groups should contact
809-6456
Class A bands scheduled to
Crittenden
appear include:
a m.
930
at
County

Cumberland County at 9:45;
Mayfield at 10: Ballard
Memorial at 10:15; Union City.
Tenn.. at 10:30: and Lyon
County at 10:45. Following a
short judges break, the AA combegins
petition
with
Elizabethtown
at
11:15:
Muhlenberg South at 11:30:
Murray High at 11:45; Reidland
at noon: and Milan. Tenn.. at
12:15 p.m.
Muhlenberg North will he the
lone Class AAA band with its
performance scheduled for
12:45 p.m.
The 4A competetion begins
at 1 p.m. with Calloway County.
followed by Madisonville-North
Hopkins at 1:15: St. Charles
West, Mo.. at 1:30: and
Elizabethtown at 1:45. The 5A
competition will open with
Graves County at 2 p.m.: Blue
Springs. Mo., at 2:15: Marshall
County at 2:30: Daviess Counts
at 2:45: O'Fallon Township. Ill .
at 3 p.m.: and Henderson
County at 3:15.
The classes are determined
by school silt.
Food, refreshments, special
T-shirts, hats and souvenir pro

grams will all be available for
purchase at the stadiuni:'
General admission tickets need
not be purchased in advance.
For additional information
about the 2007 Festival of
Champions,
contact
the
University Bands office at 8096450 from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
daily or e-mail dennis.johnsoni4
murraystate.edu.

Internet

Answer: C. Think it can't happen to you?
Then think about this — over 3 million people per year
are victims of debit card fraud. And 10 million Americans
annually are identity theft victims.
So, what can you do to protect yourself?
Sign up for The Murray Bank's new
Identity & Fraud Protection Plus.
You'll get Daily Credit Monitoring, with notification
of any changes. Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud Assistance,
and Payment Card Protection.

UnIsmited Hours t4o Contracts'

In addition, you'll get peace of mind.
Available now, at The Murray Bank.

$9.951.
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September Songs
eslerday was (.0f1StlitillOtt Da), a tune to reflect on the
legacy of this amanng document and to false awareness of
the tenets of cititenship
.every generation of Americans.
All over the country. people gathered to
celebrate. At Murray State University. Sept
17 was filled with civic activity. including
A contest to see who could bake the hest
apple pie or pen the best essay on what
the U.S. Constitution nwans to him or her
in 500 words or less.
September is a month that marks many
other milestones beyond the U. S. Constitution. On Sept lb. 1620, for example. the
Mayflower lelt Southampton, England, to
set sail for America. On Sept. 13, IN12.
Francis SCOB Key watched all night as the
Main Street British attacked Baltimore and Fort McHenry When the shelling finally stopped. the
Alexander --outcome was ma clear unthe sun rose.
at dawn The US flag was still flying over
Local
the ton, and key was inspired to write the
Columnist
Ruts that became our national anthem,
"Tlw Star Spangled Banner'.
Septemhei ushers in the storm season, as those who
weathered Ilium .me Katrina can attest. In 1900. the days
before
JIC forecasting. the ciniens of Galveston. Texas,
awoke on Sept x. to strikingly blue skies. By the end of
the day. the city was in the grip of a deadly hurricane that
would lease upwards of 6,(00 people dead.
Galseston was still rex:overt:1y in Sept . 190 I. when
. President Vsilliatii Mc Kinky, s[suing the Pan American Exhibition III Buffalo, New )1.011k, was shot with a .32 caliber
short-barreled Johnson resolser The gunman fired two shots
directly at the president. one of them entering his stomach.
Ihirligh .1 bland new insentisin. an X • Ray ttiachine. Was dISplAyed nearby, the attending physicians did not know how to
--use-tt tr• Lim-me -the f$
dent McKnakr- succumbed to
his it timid a week later. and Iheodore Rowan,ell Was sSI. Urn
in as the ties'.
SCIACIllbet little inure than forty years later. President
Franklin I) Rooseselt signed Esecutise ()tiler 9066. allowing
gosernment (ink. IAN it e ILI& ethnic Japanese from their
towns, hi'Jibes and businesses As a result, internment camps
were hastily built and Japanese Americans were insoluntards
detained until World Wolf If ClIdCli III 1945
I. 1957. Emir Rock High
el% e years later. Sept
hilt11
Vtd• poised to comply
with the new law of the land
that lofted public- st.110011it. Illtegratl: Ark allSa s
Ors al
I minus called out the states National Guard to present blat k
students nom eructing: hut a federal judge granted an
injunction on the basis that the National Guard was inhibiting the lo'.
on Sept 2t. 19s7. police escorted the nine black students
into the high school hut they were taken out before noon, in
face ot fears that the police would not he able to contain
the angry rabble outside On Sept 24. President Dwight D.
Tisenhower tederahied the. entire Arkansas National Guard.
and tor the test of the school year the eyes of the world
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Constitution Day 2007

September 17 is known as
Constitution Day because on
that day 220 years ago the
United States Constitution
Was signed by the Framers
in Philadelphia. In many
ways the day will probably
be like any other Monday
hut, being the sentimental
old man I am and timing a
streak of Descartes in my
nature. I think about the
&mamma sio4 *SW Afibga
't:Titte if arid wonder what'
'What started With the threat .of silence in September 50
those Framers would think
ears agir. ended on May 27. 195X. when the high school's
about how their work has
graduation ceremonies included Ernest Green, the lust black
been interpreted and imple
graduate
merited by thiive who inherit
On Sept 1<. 1964. the is ii rights battle still raged in
Americ a l'Ottr stiutig tslatic girls between the ayes of II and et! it
First. I believe the
• 14: at .1 Baptist- church in Birmingham. Ala . were murdered
%heti a b.'nub planted by .1 Ku Klux Klan member e yltsied
Framers would he pleased
It was 011.: 1.1 the &AIWA Ali% 01 the toil rights era, still
and perhaps esen pleasantly
remembered today as a heinous crime that limit. innocent Si'.
surprised that mut h of their
11111,
basic document is still in
a st War at this 1111te IfICII Altorne!. General Alherni (pun
torte Our constitution is
,ales a As I.,htre trig I.. I-11411Ft! Article
of the f ;CDC% a Conindeed the oldest wntten
serni ion. in spite of CDC,gent dlsapprr s al 1,10111 slat% aft
constitution in effect in the
BCpUhfl'. ADS like John McCain I.
Warner and I incfsey
world today This tells us
tirahain 1 his year, the surge iii Iraq continues. though (ion that written constitutions are
is gone. along with some tit the other architect• of the
war So far. .ihout MI
soldiers 11.1%,C died this
a relatively recent pheriorne
1111411h
non I Wiese also the
there is nothing mote to say about September right now
Framers would he pleased
except to quote some poetty
rider the Harvest Moon. by
that we take the document
('art Sanclburg
at sellOUSly as we do We
I rider, the hone O tflt it ti
really do take it seriously
WWII the %off idler
We do not necessarily agree
Map* shimmering
on what esery aspect (it it
Over the van/en
means, and we neser have.
but we do agree that its
- !WA. ihr era
meaning is important This
Cowie'i and ii hip('s If , it'ii
Is a plod sign
.4 a beautiful friend
On the other hand, I
WIkr remerralw
heheve the framers would
be shocked and %cry disRedid Mara stye., ,41%1111ii 1% VS% truarguiledkrr, gun Conpleased at the present size
tag t the damns it dirt (Is ,Ir .mitang rale *gander(ig
net.;;in ro,
01
and scope of the national
gosernment !heir generation saw most 01 the govern
mg in our country being
done on the state !est.!. and
the Hamiltonians in their
it
dreams neser could
hase imagined a national
• ,
• %limas. kl l'-'11G1-1011)
lotrig,11
gosernment 01 the si/e and
l'Hri • las 12:411 753-1(r27
scope we base at present
1.
• 1.1.0.4,1 Sal. a !sun.
Mori
Fri ..$0 &III
On the other hand, neither
could they base ens owned
.0,••••W lllllr•avirwiert 4.011•
PutAa•lorr
. %kr
the industrial resolution. the
in.%Aker. hid.*
•Ati,4•Ametrvilt IgNiAv-r c..•••
Great Depression. and the
.1..0w 4 .11114.1 ‘,I•ertv•Ing Mgt
aol•••••tnirt.a, l••11.-1 • fen
wars of the 20th century
141 •••eph. flem, I 141.111,40
1.••••lorli•••••••rr.v.I.,4•-• •..rn
I wonder what the
Ift 111,811.414/1111•111/41.1..lerll • •on
*cal 1 04.411, 1 it.4.1.11d1.11
Hamers
would think (il some
1111..m4..../ANTIIIIrt/V
f Imo won, I NI..M g•
of the 27 amendments The
ri•iti•-••••TTIIIII•S lerv •on
1ia...11••••• M AY
rt•
Articles of Confederation.
I.,.1/1
l'r.61,.1..ft Mgt
mIII•msir•A,Ie•irri oat
which the Constitution
replaced, required a sote of
KLISCIA Ran
f. Ila••• Agri
pal 454. it AIN*
nine states to adopt legislaIII maim. rig el
tion and unanintity lot
%wird SS rainless I maw. AI
amendment
thus. the Am-4 A)
1 Year /IAA Iv NNW h.
ti nap
I MEP.
Ii 20
I •••••••• liandoll
es neser were amended,
$52.50
699
Ul wire mad Nok..md.-•••sri .
$28
they were %mph, cast aside
The Framers MA& amend
ifirromet
Niftediri
11àiitu
I
mg the Constitution difficult
R.. I h.tra.... Dos /ma
Aar /war pais .
1•Aor• 1k.
114,. I,
tsil
sosim•ir .1houip. TM
HN 1)11114 H A
but not impossible
There
s ri. 01... lain Mort. P.N 12•I-1 10441
are two ways of proposing
amendments and two ways
WI,
"SmItH r‘rom.10... one as *MP as pmsokil. Nosy .0ft r• OW 5, •per
•••• • sr.& •111 'a 1416
()I ratifying them One itA%
01 proposing amendments is
W.,. 1.4.. A Two....1 Ne• I•Ali 'INA • Nur". I egli.• Town ill•01•••0•
sow.•••••• end NE/1061111 1411111111110111.19n,
••••
s.
by a two-third's vote in both
I••••..p.
por01.4..- 11••••• ••••••
awe Wenn flw tr.saml P.. to
houses of Congress, this has
4,ra nora
been done 33 times The
other way of profaning
amendments is by a consen-
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By Dr. Winfield Rose
Political Science Professor at
Murray State University
tion called at the request Of
two-third's of the states: this
has never happened
Amendments can he ratified by a positive vote in
three-fourth's of the state
iegiOwntegg_itas hip_ccctgroxt
26 times. They can also be
ratified by. special conventions in three-fourth's of the
states and this has happened
once, in the CAW 01 the 21st
Amendment 4The ratification method is determined at
the time the amendment is
proposed
Sir, amendments have
been formally _proposed by
Congress hut not ratified by
the states, and many others
base been introduced in
Congress but did not receive
the necessary two-third's vote
in both houses.
So, what might the
Framers think of the 27
amendments' They. or their
generation. wrote 13. that is,
the first 10 now known as
the Bill of Rights. the 11th,
12th and 27th, so we may
Assume they would approve
of those
That leaves 14
Mat” of the Framers
enjoyed adult beverages and
I do not think they would
approse the 114th rprohibi(tont. and they likely would
hase heased a sigh of relief
when the 21st overturned it
This takes us down to 12
Their views on the 13th.
14th. and 15th would likely
hase reflected their position
on slavery some for, some
against The 22nd amendment limiting presidents 10
IWO terms was actually
discussed in the Convention and
rejected. the Framers fasorecl
unlimited presidential succession hut the most important
harner (if all. Washington,
did not and retired after two
terms The 25th, dealing
with presidential disability
and succession, remedied
what is probably the most
glaring defect or omission in
the cinginal document and I
would expect the Framers to
support it
It is diflicult to t all all
the remaining amendments
but I can say which ones I
beliese the Framers would
most likely condemn
The
first of these is the 16th. the
income tat amendment
Taxanon tieing the scry sen
%line issue that it was, the
original Constitution mandat
ed prnportional taxation as
well as representation. where
a.s the 16th amendment
alkswed taxation regardless of

the location of wealth.
Money is the mother's milk
of government, and the
Framers would not be able
to comprehend the money
the 16th amendment allows
the United States Government to collect and spend
today. The Framers would
believe we have become far
too dependent on government, especially the national
government, for our own
good
Another amendment they')
would oppose is the 17th.
providing direct election of
senators. First of all, the
Framers were not enamored
with democracy' As a
group, they took a rather
dim view of it. Neither did
they' favor tyranny, of course,
but they believed tyranny
could ensue from the one.
the few, or the many, and
they wanted none of it;
hence the system of checks
and balances
Many today forget that
the system of checks and
balances applied not only
within the national government by way of separation
of powers between the three
branches, but also between
the national and state governments by way of federalism, that is. powers were
also separated and divided
between the national and
state governments and they.
too, balanced and checked
one another The 17th
amendment violated both
principles an that it provided
for the direct rather than
indirect election of senators
and it changed the nature of
the federal government at the
same time The Senate
ceased to he the house of
the states, where the state
governments were represented. and became more a second house of the people It
became a place where people
could amass great power
through seniority and it
became a place where the
filibuster could gridlock the
government at will.
1 cannot see the Framers
approving this Likewise I
cannot see the Framers
approving the 23rd amendmenfs allowing participation
of the District of Columbia
in presidential elections
There are formal amendments and there are informal
amendments An informal
amendment is our political
party system
Political par,
ties are not mentioned in the
original Constitution but we

have had them since the
1790's. They are an inconvenient necessity, or a necessary inconvenience: whatever
term you prefer, they are
necessary for the government
to function because they
organize and operate it. The
Framers Hamilton and Jefferson founded our party system and Madison, in a
sense, advocated it in The
Federalist Papers, but Washington disapproved and
argued against it in his
Farewell Address.
A closely related informal
amendment is how the electoral college is a mere formality in most presidential
elections. The Framers did
not anticipate that presidential electors would be nominated by political parties.
I believe the Framers
would have mixed feelings
about political parties. They
were practical politicians and,
as such, they would recognize the necessities of politics. I do not believe that
the emergence of parties
within 10 years of the Convention surprised them at all,
indeed, many of them witnessed or participated in the
process. Yet I cannot
believe they would be
pleased with the degree of
partisanship that exists today,
or that has existed at certain
times in our past. They
might not be surprised by it
hut 1 would go so far as to
'say they would be alarmed
by it. and I would agree
with them.
I am alarmed by it. It is
not good. There is, or there
should be. more to politics
than winning the next election by undermining the sitting president. Jihadism and
terrorism are very real and
very potent threats to our
future, they are not bumper
sticker slogans.
There is. or there should
he. more to politics than
personal destruction; that is.
making it abundantly clear to
the young that they should
not enter public service
because partisan opposition
will impugn their integrity
and make their lives miserable
There is. or there should
he, more to politics than
working the pork barrel for
one's district; that is. there
are othei districts with legiti
mate needs AA well. We
have a country to govern
and to govern well, and a
society to preserve, improve
and pass on to future
gentaou
That is what politics
should be about, and that is
what Constitution Day should
he about
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Obituaries
Mrs. Judy A. Wilson
Mrs. Judy A. Wilson, 62, Benton, formerly of Poor Farm Road,
.• Murray, died Monday. Sept. 17.2007, at 2 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County hospital. A homemaker, she was a member of Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Bobby G. Wilson, and
her parents, Hugh R. Davenport and Ruth Henderson Davenport.
Survivors include one son, Steve Clark and wife, Karla. Benton.
two brothers, Mike Davenport and wife, Glenda, Benton, and Eddie
Davenport and wife, Sue. Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Cathy Winslow
and husband, Lance, Paducah: one granddaughter, Misty Dawn
('lark, Benton; two aunts; two uncles: one nephew: four nieces. The
funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Rev. Wayne Carter and Rev. Matthew Williams will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Unity Cemetery, Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Arthritis
Foundation, P.O. Box 96280, Washington. DC 20077.

Jamie Cantrell
The funeral for Jamie Cantrell will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Ricky Cunningham will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Herbie Barnett, Scott Mays, Darren
Price, Darryl Watson, Jeremy Clinard and Jeff Shields. Burial will
follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Cantrell. 36, Kirksey Road, Murray, died
Sunday. Sept. 16. 2007, at 1:30 p.m. at his home.
He attended Hardin Baptist Church. He was born
Jan. 15, 1971, in Chicago, Ill.
Preceding him in death were his grandmother.
Charldean Brock. and grandparents. James and
Edith Cantrell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs, Cindy Tucker
Cantrell; one son, Jacob Cantrell, and his mother.
Cantrell
Mrs. Pat Mathis and husband. David, all of Murray:
his father, Carlon Cantrell, Clinton; two sisters, Mrs. Dawn Mays
and husband, Scott. Murray, and Mrs. Kim Barnett and husband.
Herbie. Almo, grandfather, Jerry Brock, and parents-in-laws. Terry
and Mary Ann Buie. all of Murray; several nieces and nephews.

Johnny Mack Clark
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The funeral for Johnny Macierinit
rfuesdiy)at I
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Brent Clark
and Rev. Randy Lowe will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Benton Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Clark,62, Walnut Street, Benton, died Friday, Sept. 14,2007,
at 6:30 p.m. at his home. Retired from Texas Gas Corp., be was a
member of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Van Clark and Geneva
Macelrath Clark. Survivors include two sons, Brent Clark and wife,
Lorie. Benton. and Jeremy Clark and wife, Katy, Maryville, Ill.; two
grandchildren. Vance Clark. Benton,and Maya Clark, Maryville, Ill.
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U.S. State
Dept. in crisis
after killing of
civilians in Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
State Department moved quickly Monday to tamp down anger
and possible repercussions after
the alleged killing of eight Iraqi
civilians in an incident involving
a private security firm hired to
protect U.S. diplomats in Iraq.
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice telephoned
Iraqi Prime Minister Noun alMaliki to express regret at the
loss of life and promise that the
results of an internal investigation into Sunday's incident
would be shared with the government in Baghdad.
"She told the Prime Minister
that we were investigating this
incident and wanted to gain a
full understanding of what happened," said deputy State
Department spokesman Tom
Casey. "She reiterated that the
United States does everything it
can to avoid such loss of life, in
contrast to the enemies of the
Iraqi people who deliberately
target civilians."
Rice and al-Maliki "agreed
on the importance of working
closely together in the time
ahead on a transparent investigation," Casey added.

AP
STUDENT TAZERED: University of Florida student Andrew Meyer struggles with University
Police as officers try to remove him from a question and answer session with Sen. John Kerry,
D-Mass., in Gainesville, Fla. Meyer attempted to speak at the forum after the question and
answer session had ended, university officials said.

Democrats expected to delay debate
on Iraq spending until November

WASHINGTON--(46pb- war-00A:
that.would include money fot
Democrats are in a tough the war.
after Iraq's Interior Ministry said Democrats are not expected to
In the meantime, Congress
it had revoked the license of the take up President Bush's war spot. Still lacking enough votes
request
until in the Senate to pass legislation also is expected to approve the
firm, Blackwater USA. to work spending
in the country, a move that could November, giving them time to ordering troops home by spring, Pentagon's nearly half trillion
severely curtail the ability of calculate their next move and they would have to soften their annual budget, which omits war
see if Republican support for his approach if they want to attract spending. That money covers
U.S. diplomats to operate outpolicies deteriorates.
more Republicans. But doing so routine costs, including training,
side the heavily fortified "Green
In the meantime. Sen. Carl would rile much of the party's payrolls and weapons procureZone."
Levin, D-Mich., chairman of the rank-and-file, elected on anti- ment.
State Department spokesman Armed Services Committee, war platforms and eager to cut
Under that bill, the military is
Sean
McCormack
said said Monday he will propose off money for combat.
expected to be granted the
Washington had not been legislation ordering that the
"There's a lot of anger out authority to transfer money
Mrs. Lola Clark James
informed of the cancellation of administration hand off combat there," Murtha told reporters between accounts, potentially
The funeral for Mrs. Lola Clark James will be today (Tuesday)at the license after the latest in a duties to the Iraqis within nine Monday at the National Press keeping the war afloat for sever2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard series of incidents in which pri- months-although that manda-, Club. "A lot of people are very al more months.
Smith will officiate. Pallbearers will be Joe Dick, Stuart Poston, vate contractors working for the tory date could turn into a non- unhappy with the Democrats
Murtha and other Democrats
Donald Crawford, Glen Clayton, Kevin Crawford, Mike Kelly and United States have been accused binding goal.
because we haven't been able to say final passage of the annual
Sid Easley, active; Yancey Watkins. Hugh Johnson. Bill Halford, of misdeeds.
The delay in passing the get anything .done."
spending bill - anticipated by
Charles Thomas McDaniel, John Ray, Jack Cain, Bobby Grogan,
There
were conflicting spending bill, which Bush says
In February, Bush requested early October - curbs the
Dr. Prue Kelly, Ewing Stubblefield, Earl Nix Wilson Jr. and Ron accounts of the incident, in is needed by Oct. I. is likely to $147 billion for the wars in Iraq urgency of the separate war
IIRAW.144maliWY. B.uriak
follow in_4004,M414MY Ci4Y. C4113#1041Y- i.-which, according -se--416.-41,S, intensityv. -tbe-aanataio&-,betneanatind Afglsanistan 06,-JAudget year. spending
It ,also jeuds
Visitation is now at the funeral hOrne.
Democratic-controlled 2008. which begins Oct. I. As breathing space to a party dividEmbassy in Baghdad, a diplo- the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Congress and the Bush, who early as this week, Bush is ed on what to do next.
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071 or Kirksey United matic convoy was attacked in says at least 130,000 troops
are expected to ask for another $40
Murtha has said he favors
Baghdad,
causing
security
Methodist Church, 3691 Kirksey Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
needed in Iraq through next billion to $50 billion.
paying for the war in three- or
Mrs. James, 77, Murray Estates Drive, Murray, died Saturday, guards to open fire.
Murtha, who chairs the four-month installments. Other
Iraqis
While
blamed
Sept. 15, 2007, at 5:19 a.m. at her home. She worked as business
"Just because this administra- House subcommittee that over- Democrats say they don't want
Blackwater
for
the
civilian
office manager for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital before
tion wears blinders, we cannot sees military spending, estimat- to leave the impression that
retiring after 41 years of service. She was a member of the Kentucky deaths, the company said it acted afford the limitations of
their ed Congress is likely to ignore Congress could cut off money
appropriately
"in
response
to
a
Association of Hospital Business Office Managers and served one
shortsighted world view," said the request until November.
for the troops at any given
hostile attack" by armed insurterm as its president.
Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., a
However, Congress could month; they favor bills aimed at
She also was a charter member of the Oaks Country Club and a gents.
Vietnam veteran and prominent pass a stopgap funding measure forcing a change in policy.
member of its board of directors in the 1960s. She was a member of
Kirksey United Methodist Church, but attended First United
Methodist Church of Murray. Born Jan. 17, 1930, in Calloway
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
County, she was the daughter of the late Garlon Clark and Opal
Aliiithi
'
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
, Wilson Clark.
,
Director of Children's_Ministry
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
Survivors include her husband, Joe Pat James, to whom she was
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
A full time position is available at 1400+ member sibrant church located
married June II. 1949, in Highland Park. Mich.; one son, Ross
in Murray. Kentucky. This person will join laity and staff in a team min4. Custom upholstery fend ei eens done NI huseo)
James, and two grandchildren. Devon and Dakota James, all of
istry. The Director, working with the Children's Council. will provide over5. Interior design melees designed to fit your budget #,•3,,t,,,,,
Irving. Texas; three sisters-in-law. Mrs. Drucilla James, Kirksey.
sight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry. and will be a
k-c.,r, ,
r. f3Prcation to professional installation, your work r 5 dc*
Mrs. Aliese Paschall. Sullivan, Ill., and Mrs. Lorraine Miles,
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
.'s house PI, our friendly staff
, Midland, Texas: special friends. Jan Elkins, Hardin. and Tina
skills. Salary will be negotiated per experience.
check out the Reed Intettews dIWerence for yourself?
Come
Adams, Hazel; several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references. to: Rev. Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street. Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Mary Richerson Shepard
No phone contacts. please Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
408 S. 12th St • 7536381
The funeral tor Mrs. Mary Rit.herson Shepard will be today
may be made by email to pastor(Omurrayfirst.com Persons may also visit
-(Tuesday) at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home, our website at www.murrolust.cont The deadline for application is
October 1, 2007.
amonmemmtrisl
Murray. Rev. Sammie Cunningham and Rev. James Garland will
officiate. Active pallbearers will be Danny Richerson. Kevin
Richerson, Edwin Richerson, David Lamb, Tanner Richerson and
Josh Ramage. Honorary pallbearers will be Greg Underwood, Larry
503 Maple St. • Murray, KY 42071
Armstrong, Floyd A. Hart. Everett Hart. Howard Stone, Thomas
rovelv,MCMAweb.org
Paschall. Michael Manning, Kenneth Manning and Sonny.
Dunaway. Bunal will follow in the Goshen Cemetery. Visitation is
now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Shepard. 90. Hazel. died Saturday. Sept. IS. 2007. at 7:35
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was a member of Grace
Baptist Church, Murray. Preceding her in death were her first husband, Ralph Richerson, her second husband. Edward Shepard; one
Investments Since 1854
mores as of 9 a.m.
son. Glenn Richerson. three brothers, Buford. Charlie and Gaylon
Stone, and three sisters. Laurine Everett. Clara Lassiter and Ruby
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Murray Civic Music Association
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Blues Music Award Winner

Janiva Magness
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Genealogy class will be taught
at Senior Citizens Center
Started" will

Holly Goddard Jones
will kick off MSU fall
semester reading series
Iii. boll audio( !loll) (10.1
dard Jones will he thr first
author of the semester to speak
as pail ot !Murray State UM% ersity's annual Reading Series
Jones will read her work at
7 141 p in on Wednesday at the
Clara M Eagle Gallery in the
fine arts building on Murray
State's campus The eSellt is
free—and open- try The pubbsA reception will follow the read
mg
Jones. who receised a bachelor 01 arts from the ITniver
sit, of Kentucky and a master of fine arts from ()hro State
nisersity, recently v.on the
prestigious Vs met s" Av.ard from
the Biala Jaffe
fiction has appeared in the

Kenyon Review, Ihe Gettysburg ItnleSS and The Southern Review among other places.
Her honors include a Special Mention in Pushcart Prize
XXXI, and her story. "Life
Expectancy.- WAS selected by
Edward P. Jones to appear in
New Stories from the South
2(X)
Joine i 21134I_a new assistant professor in the department of English and philosophy at Murray State
'The annual reading aeries
is sponsored by The Wylder
Centel for the Literary Arts.
the department of English and
philosiphy. the 4. ollegc of
humanities and fine arts and
W K515
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Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 6 at the dub house for a Potato Bar supper for
the Relay for Life team. Members are asked to note the earlier time
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Pictured, from left, are Linda Moore, assistant director for stewardship and donor recognition;
Dr. Bonnie McNeely, associate professor of management, Sam McNeely, senior lecturer of
marketing: and Bob Jackson, associate vice president for development and governmental
relations.

MSU faculty members establish
scholarship for study abroad at MSU

irst
igh27-

Dr. Bonnie and Sam al corporations.
McNeely know that learning
Dr. Tim Todd, dean of the
does not end in the classroom. MSU college of business and
Serving as professors in the public affairs, says, -There are
Murray State University col- probably no two professors on
lege of business and public campus who are more studentaffairs since 1987, the husband oriented and focused than Sam
..and wife team are loyal advo- and Bonnie McNeely. Their
cates of study abroad programs focus incorporates the tenets
at MSU. Continuing their Sup- of globalization- as well in their
port of study abroad, the teaching, their research and their
McNeelys have recently estab- service to students in overseelished the Sam and Bonnie ing and supervising many interMcNeely Study Abroad Schol- national trips over the past few
arship for MSU students.
years. The college of business
"In our 20-plus years of and public affairs is very proud
teaching, MSU has provided to have Bonnie and Sam as
us with a stimulating environ- two of our key professors, and
ment for learning and sharing we are honored that they would
with our students. The estab- choose to establish this study
lishment of our study abroad abroad scholarship to assist stuscholarship is one small way dents in the increasingly imporin which we can give back to tant areas of internationalizathis institution of higher learn- tion and globalization."
ing and also invest in the develStudy abroad is thriving at
opment and futures of our stu- MSU. There are more than 60
dents," say the McNeelys.
study abroad programs in 35
The McNeelys have taught countries, with new programs
in various international pro- being developed everyday.
grams at MSU, including the
Recipients of the scholarSemester in Regensburg,aroi gop
jun-bine.MSU
gram in 1994 and 2taX), the students and must have and
Kentucky Institute for Interna- maintain a 2.75 GPA. Prefertional Studies' Bregenz. Austria. ence will be given to students
program in 1999 and the Coop- in the department of manageerative Center for Study Abroad ment, marketing and business
(CCSA) program in London in administration or who are pur2002. In addition, Bonnie has suing related areas/majors in
taught a graduate class in the management, marketing, interCyprus M.B.A. program.
national business or business
Bonnie was selected as the administration, students partic2007 MSU Distinguished Pro- ipating in the International Busifessor, an award based on stu- ness Seminar program and student nominations. Sam is the dents with a financial need.
MSU representative for the Two $500 scholarships will be
International Business Semi- awarded this fall semester.
nars, a program allowing busiFor information on the Sam
ness students to visit the major and Bonnie McNeely Study
business and cultural centers Abroad Scholarship. contact the
of Europe and observe busi- office of management, marketness practices of multi-nation- ing and business administra-
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DESKSET FLAGS GIVEN: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 presented American and
Kentucky deskset flags to the Circuit Clerks Office for "In Honor and Remembrance Day" for
Sept. 11. Circuit Clerk Linda Avery, left, received the deskset flags from Joann Faihst, lodge
member . If your organization or club is in need of an American flag contact the lodge at 7532267 or the area office at 753-4377.

Photo provided
STUDENTS OF MONTH: Named as August Students of the
month from the sixth grade at Calloway Coiunty Middle
School were, from left, Codey Dumas, Tyler Stone, Anna Kim
and Justin Wilhelm These students were chosen because of
outstanding character. work habits. behavior and cooperation
with their peeers and teachers

Leys receives doctor
of chiropractic degree
ST LOUIS. Mo — Alorna Ann Leys of Murray, Ky.
.
earned her doctor of chiropractic degree. receiving dean's
list recognition, from Logan
College of ChiropractIL in St
Leys will serve patients at
Grundy Family ChiropractiL in
Palettne. Ill

At Logan (ollege. Leys
Lompleted a rigorous 10
tntneuers Uhe equivalent of five
two-semester academic years)
program of study. Logan's Doctor of Chiropractic cumculum
encompasses basic and clinical (diagnostic) sciences, chiropractic science. research arid
patient care

all your purchases*
In celebration of seniors, we're extending
our super senior discount to everyone
for one day only!

including regular,sale and
clearance prices
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'Growing a Healthy Kentucky' campaign initiated
Groups partnering together to increase
students' appetites for fruits,vegetables
Wal-Mart. Pennyrile Allied
Community Services and North
Callov.ay Elementary have partnered together ti, increase the
appetite fill fruits anti segetahles
among elementary age students
The "Growing a Healthy
Kentucky" campaign encouraging children to cat more fruits
and segetables. has been created

to CDC:OUldite healthy choices for
a lifetime, according to David
Dowdy, public relations coordinator for the Calloway County
Schools.
Pat Lane, Food Service director for Calloway County
Schools, MeMe Perdue, program director for the Nutritional
Outreach
Wholeness
and

Program at Pennyrile Allied
Community Services (PACS
NOW working with the local
Wal-Mart, will be serving sample portions of out of the ordinary fruits and vegetables in the
school cafeteria at North
Calloway Elementary. This collaboration of services has been a
working coalition through the

Partnership for a Fit Kentucky, it
public/private partnership that
supports the Kentucky's CDC
Obesity Prevention grant. NOW
staff will be distributing
"Cafeteria
to
Classroom
Connection" newsletters, and
teaching the "Eat Five and
Thrive" program in the North
Eletnentary classrooms. These
Same newsletters can be found
in the produce section of WeilMan and contain practical nutrition tips and recipes with a focus
on the fruit or vegetable of the
month. Dowdy said. This cam-

paign is an effort to battle the and other chronic disease preepidemic of obesity that is sention is substantial. This proplaguing our Commonwealth.
gram is an example of how
According to the Centers for
increasing fruits and vegetables
Disease Control, 66 percent of
Kentucky adults are obese or in school cafeterias makes 0
overweight (CDC BRFSS, healthy choice, the easy choice,.
20051 and 35 percent of low- Dowdy
added
income children in Kentucky
www.5aday.org/pdfs/research/h
between two and five years of ealth_benefits.pdf
l
age are overweight or at nsk of
For more information about
becoming overweight (CDC
this program please contact
PedNSS,
2002.1
Epidemiological evidence of a MeMe Perdue at Pennyrile
protective role for fruits and Allied Community Services Si
Si
vegetables in cancer prevention 800-264-0643.
*

MEET 8, GREET
Woody the Kentucky Wiener Dog
& His Family
Thursday, Sept. 27
6 p.m. — 8 p.m.
Calloway County
Public Library
Join the entirefamily
for pictures, autographs

Ptso(o provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Rebecca Selby of Eastwood Christian Academy is the Forever
Communications and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors "Student of the Week' She is the
daughter of John and Dr Debra Selby of Spnngville. Tenn Pictured above from left are
Rebecca Landoll Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor Selby, Libby Conley, Eastwood Christian
Academy principal: atidArliy Gannon, VVNBS 1340 am and WOFC 1130 am representative.
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DEFIBRILLATOR DONATION: Southwest Elementary
School Principal Dennis Fisher left is pictured with Dr
Michael Bobo Dr Bobo has donated a defibrillator to
Southwest Elementary School

a book signing!
Woody. the Kentutky wiener dog, its sister Chloe, and their
human parents travel to Washington. D.C. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday for this 10-part story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
illustrated by James Asher

Ingto“
1114PT1IL Z
When we crossed the Potomac River and saw the Washington Monument surrounded by the colorful cherry blossoms.
I telt a lump in my throat'
fellow Amencans' Let me start at the beginning. Morn.
dad. Chloe and I bid farewell to our brothers and sisters,
dirtased in our dependable. old Woody Bus and left our Shepherds.tile, Kentucky home early this morning to travel cast
to our nations capital ,
We had only gone about, oh, three miles before I said.
Are we there yet" Chloe and rnorn smirked, but dad didn't
think, it was all that funny. "Woody. this is going to be a
long trip. the longest you have ever taken. It will be at least
eight hours before we get there
nine if we have to stop
every hour just so you can eat. Please don't ask every five
miles if we are there yet - and please don't tell me how
hungry you are You just ate'
I was thankful I hadn't ripened niy big mouth to expre..
ins cOnCenti oser my rumbling tummy arid was even more
thankful for my stash of Sicooby snacks I knew my favorite
picture hooks would keep me occupied. not to mention coloring in my favorite Washington DC' coloring book. but eight
hours was a long tame! "I've got it!" said Chloe "How
About we sing sonic patriotic song?" *That's a terrific idea"
I said. clearing my throat "I love to sing. What's a patriotic song
Everyone laughed. and then Chloe explained that
A patriotic song is about our country. "You know. Woody, like
-The Star Spangled Banner" or "You're a Grand Old Flag"
My sister is MI smart' So. as we journeyed along. WC sang.
"This Land is Your Land", "God Bless America" and "America the Beautiful " Mom taught us songs about Johnny marching home, the land of cotton called Dixie, and my new favorite
about the Yankee with a feather in his cap (That song makes
me giggle every time')
the time flew by' Before I knew it, we were crossing
tort thc Potomac River' I had colored the Potomac in my
coloring book I had learned that it was called the "Nation's
River" because it travels through our nation's capital Morn
said that George Washington spent lots of time around the
Potomac In fact. George Washington chose the location of
the nation's capital because of the Potomac, and because at
the time it was in the center of the country' Mom also told
us that Washington, D.C. gets as name from George Washingtt.n. our country's first president. and DC stands for the
District of Columbia. Dad said that it was originally called
Federal City or Washington City before it became Washington D(' Today, many people call our nation's capital -The
District" of simply "DC" since they don't want to confuse
it with the state of Washington We also learned that DC. is
located between Virginia and Maryland In fact, pail of the
District is in Virginia. the ocher part Mars land
While Dad
was dosing. Chloe and I were soaking up all the information
Morn was giving us "Wow" My mummy sounded like an
official Washington t) C tour guide' I always knew my mummy
was the smartest mommy in the world, but how did she learn
all of that information' "It's amazing what you leant when
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you spend time reading. Woody' mom said. (I made a men:
tat note to sell to read more books!) "Besides, while you
and Chloe have been working in your coloring books. I have
been researching and learning as many facts as possible so I
could pass the information on to you!" I really did have the
greatest parents in the world'
It was amazing how much I had already learned, and to
think we hadn't even gotten out of the Woody Bus' It was
then dad suggested we stop and eat dinner, find a hotel room
and get a good night's sleep "We have many things to see
and do while we're here." Dad said "You will want to be
rested when we start sightseeing tomorrow!" I didn't feel tired
at all
I guess at was all the excitement.
With those instructions. I better say goodnight Chloe and! are so esctted We can't Walt to hit the streets of our Capital City' Where will we go first' Will it be the Capitol.
the Lincoln Memorial, or the White House' So many decisions. so until next time. wort and dream like a big dog!
Woody, a k a Mr. Dogwood
Thanks to LGAETKII both EON companies and KIM for
making this project possilvie. Thanks to the Kentucky Sec-retan. of State for sponsoring the new podcass. For podcast
and questions and activities go online to wwwkypress.coni.
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MSU BASKETBALL

MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

Lady Racers
add Brown
CENTER HAS ONE YEAR LEFT
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State women's head
basketball coach Jody Adams
announced on Monday the addition of Angela Brown to the
Lady Racers' 2007-08 roster.
Brown, who played three
seasons at Old Dominion (20030(i), graduated
from
ODU
in
August 2006
a
with
degree
in
communications and a
minor
in
marketing.
She has one
BeCiVin
more year of
eligibility remaining.
At Murray State, Brown is
pursuing a master's degree in
Mterdisciplinary early childhood
education and would like to
teach kindergarten after her
academic career is completed.
. A 6-foot-5 center from
Albany, Ky., Brown is a 2003
graduate of Clinton County
High School. the alma mater
of current Lady Racers Amber
and Paige Guffey. In her three
seasons at ODU, she played
68 games, shooting 43.7
percent from the field (38-for87). She also had 76 career
rebounds and 21 career blocked
shots, averaging 7.3 rebounds

and 2.0 blocked shots per 40
minutes.
In high school play, Brown
was a McDonald's All-American nominee, earning Lexington Herald All-State First-Team
honors in 2003 and Louisville
Courier-Journal All-State FirstTeam accolades in 2002 and
2003. She holds the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association record for career blocked
shots(694), and her 1,569 career
rebounds ranks fifth in Kentucky. She also holds school
records in career points (2,217),
career field goals (975) and
single-game scoring (43).
"Angela played at Old
Dominion for Coach Wendy
Larry, whom I really respect
in women's basketball," Adams
said. "Angela brings a wealth
of experience and knowledge
about competing both academically and athletically. She
brings size, a great touch,
strength and understanding of
the game to this team. I believe
she will play a vital role in
this team's journey to the OVC
championship title."
The Lady Racers open their
2007-08 season with an exhibition game against Christian
Brothers on Nov. 3 before
beginning their regular-season
schedule on Nov. 9 at Missouri.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Murray State sophomore tailback Charlie Jordan (22) finds running room against the Lambuth defense during last
Saturday's 48-13 home-opening win over the visiting Eagles. Jordan and the Racers will return to action on Thursday in their OVC opener at Tennessee Tech.

urning Point?

Crouse joins GRIFFIN HOPES LAMBUTH WIN PROPELS RACERS
91,3
Memphis staffMURRAY NATIVE WILL BE
AID TO TIGER COACH WEST
Staff Report
Murray native and former
Murray State football player
Justin Crouse has been hired
as an administrative aid to head
coach Tommy West at the University of Memphis, according
to the school's athletics website.
Crouse joins the Tigers' staff
after serving one season as the
assistant director of football
relations at the University of
Miami. In that capacity, he
assisted with on-campus recruiting visits and was the liaison
between the team and NFL
scouts.
Prior to his stint at Miami.
Crouse was an area scout and
personal assistant for the New
,rigland Patriots from 2004 to
M.06.
'Crouse also has had positions on the college level at
Arkansas and Murray State. He
an his coaching career at
U. where he worked from

1994-97
as
the
tight
ends/receivers coach.
He joined the Razorbacks'
staff in 1998 as the assistant
recruiting coordinator and also
filled in as the running backs
coach from January to May,
2000.
Crouse later was named the
assistant to head coach Houston Nutt and served in that
role for four years.
"I am very excited about
J.C. being a part of our program," West told the website.
"I think he will be a big help
not just to me, but for our
whole program. He has been
a part of some very successful programs such as the Patriots and Miami and will bring
some good ideas to help us
move forward."
Crouse earned his bachelor's degree in 1995 in marketing from Murray State, where
he was a two-year letterman
at wide receiver.

By SCOTT NANNEY
.,ports Editor
For Murray State head coach Matt
Griffin. halftime of Saturday's home-opening 48-13 victory over Lambuth marked
a turning point for his second Racer team.
With his squad shockingly down 1312 to the NAIA school after 30 minutes
of play, Griffin made his point very bluntly to the youthful Racers.
'The last point I made to them was
that the next 30 minutes would dictate
the type of season they have," he recalled.
-There were two ways they could go.
They could disband and point fingers, or
they could come together as a team.
They played together, and that was certainly encouraging. That mindset will be
the next eight games."
After the intermission, the Racers
exploded for 36 unanswered points to
turn the contest into a rout.
Griffin hopes that momentum carries
over to Thursday night's Ohio Valley Conference opener at Tennessee Tech, where
Murray hopes to do something it hasn't
done in more than two seasons — win
a league game.
Since winning at Tennessee State in
November 2004, the Racers have lost 15
straight OVC outings. including a 20-14
overtime loss to Tech last September at
Roy Stewart Stadium. The Golden Eagles
have now won two in a row and three
of the last four games over MSU.
Tech (2-11 has won its last two games
after dropping its season opener 45-24 to
defending OVC co-champion Eastern Illinois in Charleston.

ATUCKY FOOTBALL
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P
— Matt Griffin
MSU coach's halftime speach to
his team during the Lambuth game
Under the direction of new head coach
and Cookeville, Tenn.. native Watson
Brown, the Golden Eagles hammered a
pair of lower level squads — Cumberland (45-21) and Concordia College (557) — in their past two games.
-They're a good football team," Griffin said. "I've said it year in and year
out about them, they've always played
good defense. I remember the years I
was in this conference in 1997 and 1998
(as the offensive coordinator at TennesseeMartin). I thought they were solid then."
Thursday's game will be particularly
challenging for Murray, considering it has
posted just a 14-20 record all-time at
Tech's Tucker Stadium, including losing
three in a row and four of the last five
trips to Cookeville.
Wherever the game is held, the Racers must find a way to cut out the foolish penalties and mental mistakes that
held them at bay for the first half against
Lambuth.
The least penalized team in the OVC

in 2006, Murray has pulled a rather alarming about-face, ranking ninth
IQteam 'league with an average of
yartis
per game in fouls. Only Southeast Missouri State (l11.3) has surrendered more
yardage because of yellow flags.
The Racers were whistled for 12 penalties that cost them 163 yards against Lambuth.
His suddenly foul-prone team has Griffin puzzled.
"I really don't know. We still coach
the same way," he claimed. 'There are
three instances (in the Lambuth game) I
can think of where the penalties were a
result of hustle. But there were a couple
of others where we were making mistakes we shouldn't be making. ... I think
our total number of yards for those penalties equaled like a field and a half. That's
a lot of field position lost.
"We can't go to Cookeville this week
and have six, seven, eight or more penalties and expect to win the ballgame."
This week's contest will be the second Thursday night game for the Racers
this season after opening the season during the week at Louisville. This week,
however, is different because MSU is
coming off a Saturday game and is facing a short turnaround.
"Some coaches are maybe a little panicky (for a Thursday game). But three weeks
into the season, there's not much more
you can add to what you're doing anyway." said Griffin. "Ideally, as a coach,
I would love to have a bye week in the
fourth week of every season. But that
can't be an excuse. It has to be about
our preparation."

LOUISVILLE likrami

Cats not content after cracking Top 25 Cards by to reap
after loss to rival Cab

BIG TEST LOOMS VS.
HOGS IN SEC OPENER
: LEXINGTON. Ky. I AP) — For a victory three decades tn the making. Kentucky coach Rich Brooks didn't let his
players spend too much time celebrating
Saturday's 40-14 upset of Louisville.
: Save for a brief emotional speech durthg practice on Sunday in which he congratulated the Wildcats on becoming the
first Kentucky team in 30 years to best
a Top 10 opponent. Brooks remained his
pragmatic self, even on the same day the
Wildcats cracked the Associated Press poll
Cot the first time since 1985.
'"He said You know what guys, what
you did Saturday was one of the most
exciting things I've ever been through,'
and he started to get all teared up." said
center Eric Scott. -Then he said "You
know what') It's over. let's move on' To
Me. that was amazing because he's been
through great victories If he can Just
throw it behind him then we can throw
behind us and get ready to go"

Brooks said.
It won't be easy. Kentucky begins SEC
play on Saturday at Arkansas (1-1) with
HOSTS
IN
a chance to start the season 4-0 for the
first time since doing it under Guy MorLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Lotusville coach Steve Kragthriss in 2002. That year. however, ended
ciipe instituted a 24-hour window after every game to allovs
without a bowl bid because the program
his team a day to enjoy a victory or get over a loss.
was on probation for violations under forFollowing Louisville's 40-34 upset to arch rival Kentucky
mer coach Hal Mumme.
on Saturday, his players wanted to slam that window shut
Morriss bolted for Baylor after the seaabout 23 hours and 55 minutes early.
son. Enter Brooks. whose first three years
"It's over with, the game is done." said defensive tackle
were a steady mix of disappointing and
Earl Heyman. "You can't change it. You can't do nothing
disheartening losses. He began last seaabout it. You move on."
.
son on the coaching hot seat, and things
Two days after being stunned in the final seconds by the
looked bleak after a rocky start that includWildcats and one day after dropping from ninth to 18th in
ed a 59-28 rout at the hands of the Car- t
"ecpoll — the first time in over a season the Cardinals
dinals.
e been ranked so low — Kragthotpe and the Cardinals
Behind the play of quarterback Andre
only too eager to get ready for Syracuse.
Woodson and the imaginative playcalling
, You've got to bounce back off the canvas." Kragthorpe
of offensive coordinator Joker Phillips,
. "I used the illustration of Muhammad Ali. He's been
the Wildcats have been one of the better
' ked down before and come back and knocked people
teams in the country over the last 10 months.
That's got to be us right now. We've got to
Kentucky has won eight of its past nine
selves off the canvas, get our gloves hack on and
games — including wins over Georgia.
to go."
Clemson and Louisville — dating back
The Cardinals could use an Ali-size confidence boos(
to last season.
Soo CARDS,213
IN See WILDCATS. 28

SYRACUSE

AP
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks didn't allow
his team to celebrate much after Saturday's win over rival Louisville.
Over 40 years in coaching ha.s taught
Brooks that seasons are not defined in
September. And for a program which has
struggled for legitimacy, Brooks knows
the 21st-ranked Wildcats (3-01 appearance
in the Top 25 will just be a cameo if
they can't keep going.
"What we need to do is build on this."
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Skins top
Philly to
remain
unbeaten

SPONSORED RV STU•R

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote
978.0355 • 1702 Hwy 111 N

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Local harriers compete
at St. Mary Invitational
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Phillies hang on to beat
Cardinals in wild affair
famous
Si 1(11 Is I API
tot collapse. the Philadelphia
•Anw close to adding
another shaptei
Dies led II 0 III the 51501
N11%1 then they theft ahead 12
11 !lithe eighth v.heii Ksutu I rid% isk drove a Nal to deep
center lield with two on
Amon Rowans' went bask
and presented the t!ting and
go ahead runs from scoring with
a tumbling Latch on the warn
mg track, and the Pinnies held
II S b. tors •o.er
oil for a 1
the 'it louts Cardinals on Monday night
AP
Whew'
Phillies pitcher Francisco
-That was unreal." Philadel- Rosario 15.11 is congratulatphia manager Charlie Al.muel
ed by teammate Carlos Ruiz
said • Fili telling you. you
after striking out the Cardinc‘et has enough runs •'
Rsan Howard hit a grand nals' Russell Branyan for
slam and a s010 homer for the the final out of Monday's
Phillies, who led I I 0 in the game at Busch Stadium
sixth inning and were 1. hinging
lot, try and score as many
10 a 12 I I lead when Rowans]
runs as you can Howard said
hauled in I inks it I dose in "In this trise, we really need
the eighth Row-and then home - ed it -red in the ninth, and ltancisSkip Schumaker's RBI sin
so Rosario threw a sailed third gle off Kane (Lists. his third
strike past Russell litanS an with hit of the game. Lot the gap
Is.' on and two out to earn to 12-11 betore Row and'. catch
his first sareet saur

s•iided [tic eighth. The All-Star
center fielder ran to the track.
twisted around and nearly tell
down before the hall tailed
back into him. lie brought it
in as he -tumbled backward.
Philadelphia. which swept
New York oser the weekend.
pulled within 2 112 games of
the Ni. Last-leading Mets with
its fifth straight win and moved
a seamm-best 12 games :those
5410 The Phillies remained I
1/2 games behind San Diego
in the wild-card race
Row and and Jimmy Rollins
also homered in the fourth.
and Howard's filth Career grand
slam oft relies er Anthony Reyes
in the sixth made it 11-0. But
the Cardinals responded with
three of their us tt in the sixth.
six mire in the sesenth and
two runs in the eighth
"It was line of the better
almost. that 1 can remember
in all the sears I've managed."
manager Ton) la Russa said.
the Cardinals heat up on a
bullpen missing the Phillies
Brett
top three relies Cr%
!Myers. Tom Gordon and J.0
uniasailah1Romero
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Last year's Washington Red
skins were cocky bunch that
expected to make a Super Bowl
run and finished in last plate
instead
LOCALS TAKE SECOND: The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association's U14
That's sslis they won't get
boys team recently placed second in the Futskilz 3V3 Shootout in Calvert City
Lamed away with early sui.
The squad went 6-1-1 in the event, with wins over teams from Murray. Marshall
sess
County and Carbondaie. III They tied and lost to the eventual winners, the Tiger
Jason Campbell elfectisely
Soccer Club of Princeton MCCSA team members pictured include (from left)
managed the of tense and tough
Thiede, Alex Ward. Logan Parker. Matthew Van Amengan, Will Schwettman
Jonny
defense shut down Ihmosan
and Garrett Schwettman The team was coached by Craig Schwettman
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Sunday's Scores
Potstxrgh 26 Buffalo 3
Indianapolis 22 Tennessee 20
Green Bay 35 NY Giants 13
Houston 34 Carolina 21
San Francisco 17 St Louts 16
Cleveland 51 Cincinnati 45
Tampa Bay 31 New Orisons 14
Jacksonvde 13 Atlanta 7
Dallas 37 Miami 20
Detroit 20 Minnesota 17 OT
Arizona 23 Seattle 20
Chicago 20 Kansas City 10
Baltimore 20 N V Jets 13
Dense. 23 Oakland 20 OT
New England 38 San Diego 14
Monday s Score
Washington 20 Pt-ilia:moil:ohm 12
Sunday, Sept. 23
Skarn at N V Jets. noon
Anzona at Belainxe, noon
Gran Ettego at Omen Bay. noon
WNW° at New England. noon
Indianapolis at Houston noon
kannesola at Kansas City noon
San Francisco at Pittsburgh noon
Si Louis at Tampa Bay noon
Detroit at Philadelphia noon
Cleveland at Oakland 305 p m
Cincinnati at Seattle 305 pm
Jacksonville at Deriver, 3 05 p m
Carolina at Atlanta 3 15 p m
NY Gents at Washrigton 315pm
Dallas al Chicago 7 15 p m
Monday. Sept. 24
t...,..sseik al New Orleans 7 30 p m

Latrines:4a

MOP, Losgue Baseball
Aiwarken Lategue
FAO Division
GB
L
W
90 61
Boston
31/2
64
86
York
New
14 1/2
75 75
Toronto
25
64 85
Baltimore
27
63 88
Tampa Bay
Central Dtvision
GB
L
W
88 62
Cleveland
51/2
83 68
Detroit
15
73 77
Minnesota
23
8565
Chicago
231/2
6485
Kansas City
West Dhieekwi
GB
L
W
88 62
Los Angeles
8 1/2
79 70
74 78
15
Oakland
18
70 80
Texas
Monday's Scores
Cleveland b Detroe 5. 11 innings
N V Yankees 8 Baltimore 5
Toronto 6 Boston 1
Minnesota 5 Texas 4
Chicago White Sox 11. Kansas City 3
Seattle 4 Oakland 0
LA Angels 10 Tampa Bay 7
Today's Games
Detroit iVenincler 17-5) at Cleveland
(Westbrook 5-9) 6 05 P
Baltimore (Leicester 2.1) at NY
Yankees (Mussana 9-10). 6 05 p m
Boston (Lester 4-0) at Toronto (Burnett
8-71. 607 pm
TexAS (Maiwood 9-12) at Minnesota
Sera 11-14) 710 pm
Chicago White Sox (G Floyd 1-3) at
Kansas City (Meche 8-12), 7.10 p.m
Seattle (Weaver 6-12) at Claidatill
(Gaudin 11-11) 905 pm ----Tempe Bay (Hammel 2-4) at LA
Angels (Lackey 16-9). 9 05 p m
National League
East Division
GB
L
W
83 66
New York
21/2
69
81
Philadelphia
61/2
77 73
Atlanta
16 1/2
67 83
Washington
1812
65 85
Florida
Central Division
GB
L
W
79 72
Chicago
77 72
1
Milwaukee
70 79
8
SI Louis
10 112
Crynnati
68 82
12 1/2
66 84
Pittsburgh
13 1/2
65 85
Houston
Division
Weal
GB
L
W
84 67
Anion'
1
82 67
San Diego
4
79 70
Los Angeles
6
77 72
Colorado
16 1/2
67 83
San Francisco
Monday's Scores
amnia 11 Florida 6
Washinron 12. NY Mets 4
Chicago Cubs 7. CAnannas 6
Milwaukee 6, Houston 0
Philadelphia 13, St Louts 11
San Francisco 8, Anzona 5
San Diego 3. Pittsburgh 0
Today's Games
L A Dodgers (Wells 8-6 at Cobra(*)
(Rwanan 1-4T 2 05 p m I st game
N V Mrs(Maine 14-9) at Washington
(tianrahan 4-3), 6 05 p m
Florida (Soidon 0-0) at Atlanta (Reyes
0-21, 635 pm
Cincinnati(Hwang 15-4) at Chicago
Cubs (Zambrano 16-12) 705pm
laiNraukee (Sheets 12-5) at Houston
(Paulin> 0-0) 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Hornets 14-5) at St Louis
(Wellemayor 3-2). 7 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Billingsley 11-4) at
Colorado (Francis 15-8), 7 35 p m 2nd
game
San Francisco (Sanchez 1-4) at Arizona
(Owrgs 6-8) 8 40 p m
Pittsburgh IGorzelanny 14-7) at San
Diego (Maddok 12-10) 905 p m

•Cats
resolve, and the players rallied around him.
But despite all the progress
understands
"Everyone
the Wildcats have made, the
where we could be, where we
players don't view Saturday's
want to go and what it takes
win over Louisville as the sumto get there." Scott said. "I
mit, just another step in a
think Coach Brooks understands
process of becoming a conyou can't be satisfied, you can't
tender in one of the nation's
be happy."
toughest conferences.
To a degree they're not.
The memones of Brooks
The joy over their ranking was
first three years - when Kentempered by which team they
tucky went a combined 9-25 and
above
spots
three
saw
won just four conference games
Louisville.
- are too fresh for the Wild"It's crazy," said running
cats to get too full of themback Alfonso Smith. "We beat
selves_
them, and they're still ranked
-Once you've been down in
higher. I don't know what to
it's
the gutter, you know what
say about that. We really do
like." Scott said. "You work
have something to prove. It
your butt off to stay out of it.
seems like it's a never-ended
We•ve been there We don't
story, like until we beat USC
want to become the team that
or something."
could have been or should have
Smith laughed as he said
been. We want to become the
it. though the idea of Kenteam that is something to contucky competing with the
tend with in the SEC'
nation's elite isn't quite as funny
The players attribute their
as it was a year ago
single-mindedness to Brooks,
"I really will do whatever
who never wavered even as
takes to get the respect."
it
the chorus of disapproval grew
Smith said.
last year
For now, it means trying to
He remained steadfast in his
put the giddy scene at Commonwealth Stadium on Satur1114111110 rY
day - when thousands of fans
lkstly gaiter
stormed the field in the kind
IMP kik*Immo Agra
of frenzy normally reserved for
the schools basketball team
I.mow at we Wow iwoorini
awls" WAY
behind them and look ahead
/PAM
to one of the most daunting
schedules in the country In
TV Schedule
addition to the Razorbacks. the
Today
Wildcats face No. 2 LSU, No
MINOR LEAGUE BASESALL
3 Ronda and No. 12 South
7 p.m.
F ',Pt<
Piewals
Carolina.
hamar-re/NY genie towns Mk
As gratifying as snapping a
at Cadohowie City
four-game losing streak to their
SIDOCEPI
1:31 wow
arch rivals was. Brooks said
F SPIY2 -- UEFA Oslopiaril League
the Wildcats know better to
PC
PC Porto se ltsei
at Porto Porluosi
get caught up in the moment
From Page 1B
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SIMI Spa

Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
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$8.25 Column

1.4113 Ads Must Run Within 0 Day Peruut
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
.. I
,
I 1"

Tuesday

\

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.3 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver I

Itetaity
Thursday
Fndry
Wu*

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
VISA
753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax:
40,
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
41i Enroll your child now!
Mei
Nolke

is"Waded
Cr

Evening Child Care

5
1

years
Thursdays
Mondays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

as ailable fur ages 2 - i0
Ordinance Number 1007-1448

11/111.112FVFIr
(JSA

An ordinance levying an ad valorem tax in the City
of Murray, Kentucky for the year 2007 upon all
property in the City of Murray as shown by the
Calloway County Amassment as ofJanuary 1 2007
es H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest
eis Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Murphy USA is currently seeking
a Manager in the Murray area.
Our gas station is located on the parking lot
of the Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Excellent starting salary
($30,000 to $35,000NR)

Ordinance Number 1007-1447

An ordinance levying an ad valorem tax in the City
of Murray, Kentucky for the year 2007 upon all
motor vehicles and watercraft in the City of Murray,
Kentucky
a/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

2
2
2

Attest

2

Es

si• Harts McClure
Harts McClure, City Clerk

8

Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Call Murphy Oil USA, Inc.
Toll Free at
1-800-843-4298

Ordinance Number 2007-1448
An ordinance amending Ordinance Number 200714-42 which adopted the annual budget for the Neal
year 2007-2008 by estimating revenues and appropriating funds for the operations achy government,
by increasing the Sanitation Operating Budget by
63,000 to reclassify an employee from Equipment
Operator III to Equipment Operator IV Said
increase will cover the increase In salary, benefits,

4

6
/2

and overtime

14.11Vieg1s Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

OS

Kentucky. Will need good phone, organizelional and people skills. Must be
willing to work a flexible schedule
including Saturdays. Please send
resume and cover letter to: P.O. Box

Harts McClure
Herta McClure, City Clerk

s/ii

II,

FULL-TIME RN for busy medical practice. Must be licensed in the state of

1040-F Murray, KY 42071.
060

020
Nodes

Ordinance

one

Number 2007-1442

An ordinance amending Ordinance Number 20071442 which adopted the annual budget for the fiscal
year 2007-2006 by estimating revenues and appropriating funds for the operations of city government,
by creating • Special Appropriation for the City of
Murray lburism Commission in the amount of
$30.000 Said funds are to assist the Commiesion
with setting up their offices in the Miller Annex
cs H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest

al-

sls Marla McClure
Harts McClure. City Clerk
Su.mmary prepared by.
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney
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Ordinance

Number 2007-1460

Closing a portion of Broach Avenue
a. H Thomas Rushing
H Thomas Rushing. Mayor
Attest

ars Harla McClure
Harla McClure. City Clerk
Summary prepared by.
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

AD stored (eta. in Storage Units 5 & 24
at C Storage. 619 South Mk Bt
Murray, KY 42871
.111 is sold as Pm $-3607 at 1000All
C INsees
Nib !IL
'
ESIas*
alarm,IT 0071
(.271143243131

ADMINLIFFILATTVE 0171CK
Or TR!COURTS
INVITATION TO LRAM

The Administrative Office of the Courts desires
to lease appeosomately 1.200 square feet of calor
space for Drug Court &mow OfBee• meet in localal 'nth's three blocks of the Calloway County
Judicial Building Spec, should be available for
occupancy on or before November I. 2007
Reeponers must be in writing and submitted in•
sealed envelope with P11-41363 clearly marked on the
front Please wend rempondse to FeribUas,
Admirustratme Office Of the COW'S, 100 Milicreek
IFAX rospenme
Park. Frankfort KY 40801-9310
will not be accepted Lech proposal Shaubl Melinde
the type location, and anslability date at the property Also furnish • floor plan Mowing the Interior
layout of the aziat111( building to include walls.
doors, windows, and columns
100 PM
All proposals meat be received haws
EMIT. Priem September 25. 3007 All beds reeeteed
dams
AOC
the
at
read
publicly
will be apposed and
at that time
A representative of the AOC will make an
apprentaassit Is inspect all proposed Isom spore that
isterlialriemode the requknomets stated slim A
if all
tam will not he mods used s visaed insportioa
P11.1111re, INUA
proposed prop•rtese has MOD With*
be approved by the Department of Housing,
of Building
Buildings, sod Cassirestien. Division
• linferemised- sod Imo mow OSHA and the
American with Disabilities Art operslicatiens Is
well se isosting applicable building coins Far any
arkheisnal minimenim, essimet Sadly Andersen of
the redlines Department st MOM 173-1150

Mu r ray
LASER
IV
C'
Center

taw ItirRemadi Sped*
Spichr Veins, Sun Scots
Sal Reimension
761-4099
OUR fish is not square
at Sandra D's 94E
293-3816
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Iaid hurl
C
LOST block Razr cell
phone at Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot
9/15/07 Contact Larry
Wright 901-682-8667
901-351-1212

A chid needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
APARTMENT complex
looking for part-time
manager in Murray, KY
Send inquiries to PO
Box 160. Doe Run, MO
email
or
133837
response to neon.°
nyernanagernentcom
AVON PT help needed
877-4204667
BIG Apple Cafe needs
day server Apply in
person
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
dolly 7 days• weak
Mir sifter weld
training • Benefits
Cortese us now'
1-81110-0744018S
eveulatal/P4inhacivn

Halp WNW

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
We offer
Assistants
compentrve wages and
an excellent benefit
package. Apply in Person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
641S
Hwy
Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2807 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
Full time Office
Supervisor Veterinary
tech experience preferred Send resume
with references to:
Bluegrass Animal
Health Care 507
Brookhaven Mayfield
KY 42066

DISCLAIMER
When accessinr the
-help wanted- session
on /iur classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger corn.
vou will he redirected
in lohnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local yoh
listings will appear on
this wehsite
ReetrVer. as 3 national

*ideate, not all listings
in the inhisetwork corn
are placed thmugh
the Murray Ledger
a Tomes Please call
us of you have any
questions regarding
the Murray xis
poll listings Thank you

Or E.-mall
connie scarborou/h4 murraystate edu

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
1f)

4/
060

060
He Waned

Help Wailed

WANTED: Tax profes
alu
FEATHERLITE
NEW 3BR singlewide
sionals for local office. minum flat bed for a 1
on 1 acre lot, move-in
You provide the atti- ton truck, $1,000.
ready, no rentals
tude; we provide edu- 4'x8' utility trailer, $300. $51,500
cation, training, and 437-4295, 227-6611
(270)978-0921
career development.
HD Televisions
'80
Please call
Come by Olympic
Weis Homes For Rant
618-771-6296
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
NICE 28R trailer No
Flat screen Plasma &
pets. 753-9866
LCDs. Rear Projection
320
CLEANING for Homes
LG, Toshiba,
also
Apartments For Rent
or Businesses I have
Hitachi & Sony. We
20 years experience
have a large selection
1 OR 2br apts nea
270-759-9553
of entertainment cenMurray
downtown
WILL clean houses
ters & TV carts
starting at $200.mo
Flexible hours
Beasley Antenna &
753-4109.
314-348-1738
Satellite. 759-0901
1 -BR Small kitchWILL clean houses
NEW pool table, never
enette, all utilities furPlease call 293-5806
used, 1"-slate. solid
WILL do caregiving in
nished, no pets,
wood, carved legs, felt,
Clean, acc. package. retails
your home
Aurora KY Call
cook, laundry, and
474-2202
$4,500, selling for
whatever needs to be $1,500,
sell
must
1BR, various locations,
done. Will also consid- (573)300-1031
S200-$300. Coleman
er live in with 2 days PRIME LOCATION! 2
RE 753-9898
off. 15 years experiMurray
at
crypts
2BR bnck, w/d hookup,
reference.
ence. Have
Gardens
Memorial
CORP. for National and
carport, patio. No pets.
270-873-2148
Janet
Service
inside
Community
side-by-side
$355 a month.
VISTA
2
level
Americorps
Chapel
753-6931 or 293-6070
Position Available in
(479)750-4811
2BR Duplex 1302
The
Purchase
SATELLITE System
Valleynvood $425/mo.
VISTA
Amencorps•
MOM COMPUTERS
FREE
293-7738 293-1446
program is a network of
A+ Certified Technician
Get a 4-room FREE
2BR duplex, nice,
Service/ repairs.
national service organiFREE DVR or HD
PAINTING contractor is
C/H/A, appliances furzations that empower
759.3556
FREE 6
upgrade
recruiting expenenced
nished. Various locaindividuals to give back
programHD
of
months
journeyprofessional
tions. Coleman RE
to their communities
upgrade.
w/HD
ming
men painters. Must
753-9898
and is seeking appliGet months 3 FREE of
have 4-years profescants who are interestCinemax.
&
HBO
washer/dryer,
2BR,
sional painting expened in serving at a local
Programming starts at
quiet
dishwasher,
ence Position includes 753-3633
domestic violence proBUYING
$5.00
+
$29.99 per mo.
neighborhood, no pets.
benefit plan including
gram to help enhance
and
trucks
cars,
Call
for local networks.
5475/month + deposit
Health, Retirement & Junk
their capacity building
tractors 436-5235
Beasley Antenna &
753-0919
paid vacations. To
services (i.e., fund-raisSatellite for more info.
apply call 753-6895 & BUYING old U.S. coin
ing, public relations.
4BR 2BA, all appliand paper money col759-0901 or toll free.
leave voice message
volunteer recruitment,
ances, central FI/A
293-6999
lections.
877-455-0901
applicants
in
No walk
etc.) In exchange for
Coleman RE 753-9898
for
paid
CASH
compaaccepted. This
KING size mattress &
the year of service, the
good, used guns.
ny is an equal opportu270$100.
WOOD conspnngs,
box
SOUTH
successful applicant
Benson Sporting
nity employer
492-8614
dominiums. All appliwill receive a living
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
STRAW for sale. $2.50 ances Included,
allowance of $9.708, PERSONS needed to
Murray.
767-9948.
bale. 227-7352,
medical benefits, child prepare income tax
GOOD used refngera753-4582
care (if eligible), a returns.
Seasonal tors, electric ranges.
FEMALE college stuhousing employment_ We will
$100/mo.
gas heaters, air condidents need roommate
baseboard
allowance (if applica- train. Free tax course. tioners,
Place
Murray
In
Applinces
eduan
ble) and earn
heaters. Used carpetCall 753-9204 or 437Everything included
cation award of $4.725 4531.
ing. 753-4109
Contact Gwen 270that can be used for
LARGE
826-0685, 270-454150
future education or to RN or LPN. Part-time.
SELECTION
0585 Of Murray Place
Articles
repay qualified student 2-3 days/week. P0
USED APPLIANCES
Salo
For
loans. Applicants must Box 1040-D, Murray,
townhouse
LARGE
WARD•ELKINS
have a minimum of a KY 42071.
style apartment. 1 large
On the Square Murrm
DIRT
school
high
bedroom with 1 bathDADDY'S
diploma/GED & experi(270) 753-1713
room in the Kirksey
Software
ence working with nonarea. Beautifully decoTOP SOIL
selfFngodaire
WHITE
Developer
Best Me county has
profits and/or marketwasher/dryer
rated,
cleaning stove, $175
Terrell rdwee
Call
plus
ing background a
The area, lead,
and large
White washer & dryer, connections
derboyerent company
753-9075
To apply, send cover
No pets.
$175 Chest type freez- country porch.
a
and
belong
Wand
letter, copy of resume.
(270)227-2193 er, $95 293-5211
Ideal for single or
developer
lottstre
moteard
and three letters of refyoung couple. $350 per
07 Hot tub, brand new
1..r oar Marra, KY off.e
erence to MHDCC.
$350
with
month
package, 6-7 person,
in
P.O. Box 98. Paducah,
deposit. For more info,
cterreed. please read mnre
lots of jets, digital,
Kentucky 42002-0098
call 293-7019
ozoneator, water fall.
Deadline to apply is
imp /borne de.
table with leaf
cover, retail $7 300. KITCHEN
Mrn
netkivocioper
UVE Oak Apts.
9/30.
sell
$3.600 and 6 chairs. compute
must
Newly Remodeled
shelf. doi
with
table
FT Sales Rep., Comm
(573)300-1031
1BR $29000
cabinet, queen bed
sales, qualified leads
2BR $34000
12X24 storage building frame with head and
Send resume to Peco
3BR $425 00
w/front porch. New. footboard. Kenmore 18"
Products. LLC, P0
$100 deposit special
SPEEDWAY is now hir- $3,900 firm. 492-8222
portable dishwasher, 1
Box 363, Murray KY
for qualified applicants
ing a Coffee Steward 60 inch TV.. 5 piece
year old. 767-1878
email
or
42071
Office hours 8-2
The position is worked cedar bedroom set with
LIKE new crib, dressinfo Opecoproducts co
Mon-Fn
M-F from 5 30AM to armoire, oak dinette
er/changer with hutch
Call today for appoint
is set, lender guitar. 2
and
1 30PM
& changing pad $750
position
FULL-TIME
ment
demanding and last VCR's. Call after 4,00
436-6202
available for LPN or
753-8221
paced Full time bene- pm 753-1308 or
270
Medical
Certified
293-7102
fits available
Moon For We
Attestant with clinical
NICE 2BR duplex
APPROX 300 ft green
experience in a busy
TIRE Technician need- chain link fence Top
Carport No pets
OWNER
family practice setting
227-3054 or 753-7457
ed Apply in person, rail, posts, two gates A
FINANCE
Monday -Thursday
Carroll Tore & Wheel hardware All in good
NICE clean 2BR apart1 2BA $5.000
'98 381,
package
Benefits
Alignment. 1305 N
shape $100
ment. 1413 Millwood
down $845 month 1
Apply by resume only
12th St.
270-873-8051
Lease. deposit. No
acre 72 Sundance
with references to
BACH Trumpet. $150
pets. $400 month.
753-1011
TRUCK Drivers
Richard H. Crouch
Trombone, $50, and
needed with Class A Trampoline, $50 2932001 Fleetwood 16x80 767-0884. 226-9566
M.D.
CDL's Flesponssinkties 0447
38R MA, extra nice
300 South Elth Street
NOW LEASING
will include hauling CINDERELLA
270-489-2525
301E
prom
1, 2 8 3bedroorn Ants
1993
conother
8
asphalt
FRANKLIN
Murray. KY 42071
dresses. 1 size 4 yelWe accept Section
struction materials in low. 1 size 8 blue. $150
16x80 3131,1 2 bath serth
8 vouchers.
MASONRY laborers
11
move
upgrades Must
Maxie dump trucks
each. 270-402-0614
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
needed Valid driver's
these
meet
270-753-6197
you
902 Northwood Dr
license required
send
requirements
GOVERNMENT
Monday.
489-2790, 293-2856
your resume or apply in
FUNDS available for
Wednesday. Friday
Old
7025
at
buyers
time
person
home
first
NOW hiring Days inn
Phone 759-4984
Cairo Road, West
Zero down, your land
night auditor/front desk
Equal Housing
420136
KY
Paducah,
land
Ends
family
or
Opportunity
01410 Apply I, Pomo^
calls
phone
10/15/2007
only 517 S. 12th St., No
TDD #1-800-64.8-6056
731-684-9109
EOE
Murray

plus monthly commissions, complete benefit
package including Health Benefits and Profit
Sharing program. Applicants should possess
strong leadership skills, solid basic retail math
skills and outstanding people skills. Prior retail
management experience not required,
but desired.

2
2

809-3899

Apartments

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring customer
representaservice
tives. Must be able to
work any shift. Retail
experience preferred,
but will train the right
person. Please apply in
person at any of the
follwing locations: 2185
US Hwy. 641N, 1302
Main St. or 506 N. 4th
St. EOE
MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed Call
270-382-2444 for interview.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner or
Physician's Assistant.
2-3
Part-time,
days/week. P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071.
wanted
PAINTER
Experience preferred
226-0505

DEVsourc

CLASSIFIEDS
MOVING SALE Calhoun Construction, LLC

4ff • Itiesdaj, September IL 2007

fer
RED OAKS APTS.
SP•siel
'Ls/ Deposit
$:r25
$315
Cali Today,
153-8644
340
Home For Red
1 BR in county Lease
deposit No pets
1 4-3308
753-0728. 99
2 bedroom veil wood
and Me Floors. central
Neelner. smoke a pet
tree, awry nice $575
month MAI am'
226-8006

STARTING your own
business? Use your
imagination Business
property suitable tor
pot store pet motel
day care sewing face
ty craft business pol
tery making This has
been car detail shop
and retail shop 3/4
acre kA leaves room for
expansion Good parking, good location High
traffic business area
to
Price
reduced
$79.900 for quick sale
Call Earieene Woods
• Grey's Properties
CM: 270-752-0077

2. 3 & 48R houses
deposit
8
Lease
required 753-4109
newly
IBA.
28R
remodeled, no pets
tOte $425
415 S
month 270-293.4602
Of 270-435-4602
3E3R 1 SBA immaculate condition extended lease required no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairlane Dr $850 per
month 270 293-4602
or 210-435-4602
3113FI 1BA home in the
community
Kirksey
includes washer dryer
hookups dishwasher
Val range and refrigerator vrith beautiful farm
setting No pets $550
per month with $500
,teposit required For
more info, can
293 7019
311R foreclosure.. Buy
for only S19 990 For
listings 600-560-1951
eat 5021
" onlv $262 per
38
month 5'. down 20
years at 8. APR For
listings 800-560 1951
eat 5891
j8f1 I 1-213A. SW of
town Large yard
garage door opener
appliances $750imo
• deposit references.
40 PE TS 753-7920

1.4

•

OFFICE or retail space
-OWNER
avadabie Prime loca- '
FINANCING"'
tion 753-2905
405 S 5th St 3811
293-1480
IBA
$2000 down
$395 month 753-2222

2 miniature horses for
sale Can be seen at
The Red Barn $600 for
pair 293 4304
AISC registered Welch
Corgi small puppies.
Jack Russem Terriers
small. II Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
farm raised wormed &
shots Judy Turner
(618)499-1282
(618)672-4778
CKC purNired Boston
Timer puppies $350
436-5569
W;C;
-iiDOG Obiv
436-2858

a fleppiss
MINIATURE donkey or
pony con new 2 sets
of harness $500 00
5 month old miniature
donkey. Jenny black
$X000 435-4420

I•daw.A.11..,1•1
I1 4•.5 CI 1 Sato.•

lc. CIL

2715-759-4R74

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

SI I I s11114 S4.1
- Siren Plitt s.AareHwy 121N.S'
Slesnas1 ClUal
UNITS

05 Dodge Ram. SVVB.
41.000 miles. hems
engine. 20* factory
sneak; $14,500
(270)331-0166
2001 Toyota Tacoma
80K
extended cab
mass, $7,503
753-2297 Of 293-9528

PRICE REDUCED!

99 Dodge Rain 1500
360 V8, 4x4. tow package bed liner. 74,000
mi
original owner
loaded, dean. $9,700
293 5884

1607 Kirkwood
Excellent location
remodeled with
elegant updates
well maintained
For details

L&M
LAWN SERVIL E
Mowing, Manic unng

270453-8029

Laindscaping
teal Vacuuming
....finial( bon gu•fmtreft

1609 Catalina 4BR
28A. large kitchen, 2.
car wipe Appliances
included MLSs 41000
Call Mark Fredrick
RE,I.4aa 978-1880
227 Jones St Puryear
TN 38R 1 SBA 1.400
recently comso ft
remodeln 1
pletely
931-627-0761,
931-627-1026
38R 1 SBA brick home
Immaculate move-in
$119 900
condition
1116 Fairtane
270-293-4602 or
270-435-4602
38R 2BA. large lot.
24x24
workshop.
Marshall Co . MISS
Mark
Call
40600
Fredrick RE/Max
978-1880
4 bedroom brick, 2bath CM/A. on 2 lots
$165.000 Other lusting. at
allewlistings corn
(270)753-4109

753-1816

22-0611

YOUR AD
COULD 111
HERE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ram' pesbas
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Dalt.
Finn Estimate.
Licensed & Insured
293-4034 • 436-2320

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Joe's MOWS(
repair pick-up delh,
ery 436-2867
_
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions decks
Hauling clean up funk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anywne 753-9210

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293 8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

%Li
\IlIc hell Bros.
759-0501
753_ 537

'FRAN N
\I r
l'.stiig. 4su .ii •

A Haulm,
IiitS1lit \\ Is

270-753-1179
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel.
wtide rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Garage
BROWN'S
Doors
Sales, service & repair
Call 573-895-2130 or
573-421-8413

Conducting negotiations, let
alone international negotiations.
can be a challenging and daunting task. No worries now though
-- professional and practical
The
help is on the way
for
Center
International
Economic Development and

facilitators and a discussion
panel with solid backgrounds
and a wealth of experience in
international business and busi-

Cultual Studies fICED&CSi, in
conjunction with Town and
Gov.n, will present the first of
Its International Trade and

business strategy and creativity
consultant to many international
organizations in Amcnca and
Europe. He has also served as

Ftliilidaerffia.13•11
only $19990 For kt
ngs 800,560 1951 ext
S020

gatelas & ANs

Rti

270-436-5496
270-29.1-6906
ar,•:

MUVIVIAY

Lock prosentty has
units available 753
2905 or '51 7516
PREMIER
MiNISTORars
ei.•-s.
storage
*Security ares..
•Sete 8deer
W.sea brims*We rent U.14•Ulth

Free
Pallets
iarting Dock Of
ay

irdqff

Times
F irst Come
First Serve
Mona
ito Phone Coo

price"
REDUCED
2003 Victory Cruiser
507 cc $1/92 cubic
inches 9.000 mules
Lots of
new Wes
extras $1 800 Cali
705-7892

zoiSi Honda

Shadow.
5.50 miles. S3.500 270270-293435-4555
3173. 270-293-461

Lave hewn,
END-Of-SUMMER
Selo'
LAKE ACCESS
I. AC - 134 900
(was $49.900)
rivi FREE boat Slips!
SAVE SIS 000. Great
end-of-season deal on
nicely wooded take
IICCOSS acreage in prat
Me,development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lake' Paved fd isg
utile Other pansies
avail at sirniver savings Cal now 1-800
704-31S4, a 1505

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORA
•AllSize Units
Availsige
-Now Hove
cismatit Control

753-3$53

MU HANDYMAN
We do all the odd loos
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

CATHY'S
wallpapering, Painting,
Clewing. 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

thlt:
Slaw damp.
laudIMEW
aup.

NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding *AN
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
LicensecVInsured
16(8607.1114
12 ft blade
0-6
dewing fence rows
unclerbrushng, ponds
waterways
19 yfrs osponorwor
Grog Ronfroo
170-2114371•
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176

H

Electric

Since 1986
24 NOUN saw=
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
An jobs - big or small

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839.

JOE'S JOBS

1-4344 • 227-3644

"METAL 0011

regal/Nous WINN,
Garage Deer lentos

Rep*
Olney Grog 11101610
(270) 293-114116
MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl, wood bnck, siding, concrete decks &
more
270-227-6160
NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No pub too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

SIMMONs-S
%%IA

‘'S

ORK
IKII

270-5194570
THE Murray Lodger &
Times considers its
but
sources reliable
inaccuracies do Occur
Readers using this intormabon do so at their own
nsk Although persons
and companies menare
herein
tioned
beiseved to be reputable
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any,
responsibility whatsoever for their activities
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consonants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings
•)50
Cohan
FREE to a good home.
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix. Call 752-0299
FREE: 12x60 mobile
home, can be used for
storage. 293-2207 or
227-8998

International negotiating seminar scheduled

Senes.
Seminar
in
Practice
International fiegutiations"- at
Freed Curd Auditorium at
Murray State Irniversity trom I
p m -4 15 pm on Sept 20
The seminar aims to help participants gain an understanding

Commerce
"Effectise

ot, and become equipped with.
the !mist appripnate and effec r negotiation st!r ies and
approaches essential to conducting international business The
seminar will feature workshop

ness education.
Among them are DT LCXIS
Higgins and George Addison.
Higgins has been a marketing.

250 Yamaha Wage
condliOn
Excellent
270-227.6606

Patla

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

(all 7534606

SE
Camry
2007
dark grey
Loaded
$21500 227-8589
2002 Poretec Grand
An GI Black, grey
*ether Mend% moon
roof 2 door. 87.000
mem. $6.400
270- 7S2- 1178
Ford
Black
1001
Watery 42 000 mess
CM (270)559-5272
2001 Peruse Trans Aim
MS package Ram Air
hood. Weever. T-Tops,
black on black. 87.000
owner.
1
miles.
270-227111.000
4806. 270203-5979
SC2
Saucy
MI
sunroof
Automatic
iesews. 88.000 meas.
12.100 482-8876
17 Trans Am. it
Cowes. 77 Comae
270270-4.36-4555,
270-293293-4611
1173. leave phone
surribria

journalist/broadcast producer
for the U.S. Army, ABC television, public television. NBC
radio, CBS radio and various
national, regional and local pnnt
publications.
Among the highlights of the
seminar will be a workshop
given by the Wisanu Krutngoen,
for
coordinator/liaison

tices during negotiations con;
ducted in various cultural set-tings. Full of practical and vivid
examples and illustrations, as
well as a dos and don'ts list for
international negotiating, the
lecture will be enlightening in a
clear and easy-to-digest fashion.
Registration for the seminar
runs from 12:30 to I p.m. at the
Freed Curd Auditonum in the

ICED&CS, with special imporCollins Center for Industry and
tance attached to the role culture
Technology, located just off the
plays in international negotiavisiting professor and professor
corner of 16th and Chestnut
tions. The lecture will start by
an economics and business
streets. A welcome session and
tinscommon
some
identifying,
and
41.1 England. Finland
AinessisMicisag Atilludilititin by -Bab'&minims,
sa- Ibissey lieste.4)eirisssinfridisdirector of ICED&CS and asen:
negotiations and then will outtias published several book
elate vice president for instituline the importance and basic
chapters and Many journal artitional advancement, begins at 1
principles of negotiation. The
cles on marketing strategy and
p.m. The seminar gets underway
lecture will further guide particcreativity.
at 1:15 p.m. with Krutngoen's
ipants through the international
Addison is the new marketlecture, followed by the panel.
negotiation process which calls
ing/promotions coordinator of
Participation in the seminar
for corresponding strategies and
the Kentucky's USTA. In his 25and community members
free
is
detailand
identifying
by
tactics
public
as
served
year career, he
to attend.
invited
are
crucial-to-suc
yet
ing disparate.
information officer for the
cess, cultural norms and pracDepartment of Defense and as a

Horoscope

RENTAI-S
NIINI-STORAGE
renting
if '211 S 4th Si
Lis

B USY -BEE
By
Houseclean/us
appointment
Toes .
Openings
Fndays
&
Wed.
Contact 484-1525 Of
kytpft1290hotmed co

Tree
COMPLETE
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

construction
NEW
116
FSBO
Thoroughbred Drive
Murray Estates 4BFI
258*. breakfast room
Floor
amity room
hardwood tile carpet
NbC11, priced to sell
753-3966 293-9747
752-0624

It( )(,(ii SS

2 0NEW

Commercial / Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

5 sae dewed land 1/2
Murray
from
mile
MLSO 40015 Call Mark
Frednck RE1Aax
978-1880

1
111.41,

1,
‘

Paint & paint supplies 20-50% oft;
Wallpaper $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1 /sq.tt.,
Tile: 50e/sq.tt.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

Mow

5.. N....Lir •Jsrlto•ral
•rater.i 5, its W./iv i•,.
I 4.grunt tut offiktn main
•1•1,•!I ad•rotp• arn
.4•Ict "ir dna nini-•
1.•
•I
NMV1.91.5111,111,46amorsoldarwtemums

BOA Tt
AVAll.ABI I

General Contracting

Sale -ler

M

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50

Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.

Murray Ledger & I Imes

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Sept. 19, 2007:
Often this year you focus on family and secunty You like to be of
value to other people and are
willing to go out on a limb for
someone else Pull on a touch
more first, and take better care of
yourself The end results could
be far better and satisfying Your
abilities to plan be logical and
handle details emerge If you are
single. you could be in a very
comfortable relationship a year
from now You might hnid that
suddenly your dance card is full
II you are attached, your relationship flounshes in 2008 Allow
Photo provided more romance to come up
CAPRICORN can be fun
ANTS ON A LOG: Students in Sheila Cooper's first grade
Log'
a
on
'Ants
enioyed
Elementary
class at Southwest
The Stars Show the land of
(raisins on celery) after reading a story about ants The lesson Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4
Positive 3-Average, 2- So-so 1
was conducted by Miss Jenna Allred, student teacher
Regan Drtficult
Moorehead,
Jamison
are
left,
from
above,
Pictured
Gillespie, Allen Mullins (standing), and Allred
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
a*** You are full of energy
and moving so fast that you
could be creating sparks wherever you run A power play might be
very uncomfortable, and hanMonth in Kentucky at the event
FRANKFORT. Ky
it
be equally as tough
An Almo resident. Pool is a dling could
1•tx,1 mils only he nine years old.
Stretch and find answers
Calloway
North
at
fourth-grader
a
getting
is
hut this summer he
TAURUS(April 204/Ay 20)
Elementary Pool showed his
ing for college
head start on
et** Relate on a one-on-one
awareness of the importance of
with the help of the Kentucky
level in order to achieve the
planning for college when he results you'd his It you are tired
Education Sas ings Plan Trust
my Or need extra help. ask a partner
wrote, "Dinosaurs are
iKESPTI and Wal-Mart Pool
teach
to
lot
a
has
College
life
to pitch in Jealousy could anse
fourth
the
in
place
won first
Taking between different bonds Use
me about paleontology
grade division in the KESPT
all those classes will help me your diplomacy skills GEMINI
Why is College Important to
•20)
(May 21-Jun
my dream
reach
contest
You" essay
determine the
public **** Others
from
help
With
will contribute
Wal-Man
end results You still need to
libraries and community news$25.0 on Pool's behalf into a 529
relax Others will make actiustpapers. the contest was promotcollege %as ings plan account
moots as long as they are not
stued statewide to Kentucky
sponsored by the commoncornered Be aware that many
dents entering the third through people could be acting out
wealth of Kentucky through the
fifth grades this fall The goal of Weigh foundations security and
KESPT. an education sasing%
the contest was to encourage a nWitIOnship.
the
by
administered
plan
parents and students to think CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Kentucky Higher Education
about the importance of a col- *** You still might be focused
Assistance Authority t KHEAA)
You
lege education and to raise the on getting the lob done
KESPT us designed to help fammashl be pushed beyond your
can
which
KESPT,
of
awareness
higher
ilies set aside funds for
limits Ass result, you could snap
assist parents in using for colTlAA
education expenses
or become accident-prone Stop
lege tuition and related expensMEI; Tuition Financing. Inc
Sip a cold drink of water Censer
es.
manages the plan
yourself Though you might Niel
For more information about preseured. you don't need to act
KHEAA representatives and
TRUST
KESPT. call 1-877
Nice It
state officials honored Pool at an
visit LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
or
1598-7878)
esent held at Western Kentucky
**** You might be far more
www.kysaves.com.
University September was also
vulnerable than you realize Are
Savings
proclaimed f'ollege

Student gets a head start
on saving for college

KY

by Jacqueline Bigar
you pushing yourself too hard'?,
Your finances could play a role;
Avoid nsk of any type -- emotional or financial You will be far
happier if you do Let your enormous creativity out.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might feel that others
are trying to push your buttons.
Actually. people are lust being
themselves, though you might
feel pressured by their actions.
Revise your thinking and re-center The end results will be better,
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
sr*** Be willing to chat and
open up You might not like
everything you hear, but it mighl
listerr
to
important
be
Sometimes heanng the opposite
point of view could prepare you
or help you structure a stronger
concept
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Listen to your instincts with
a money matter rather than what
others think Do less and be
more in touch with your needi
and goals If you feel constncled,
relax and do nothing 01c7
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee. 21)
*** Though you still might be
energized on some level you
feel under siege professionally.
Others could challenge you lea
and right If you relax, internalize
and understand the issues
around you. your approach might
be different
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** ar Take your time dealing
with others In fact, you might
want to pull back and assume a
low profile You might need to
transform several feelings until
you understand what is going on
Trust a Judgment
AQUARIUS (Jan, 20-Feb. 111)
•*** You might want to decide
to do something very differently
from In the past Others MOT to
be critical and a touch dilficu*
You might be bouncing through
several situations trying to
different
people
appease
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Allow others to take the
lead. knowing ultimately that you
ars in control of your We Don't
allow someone to push you or
coerce you into taking an action
you
would
prefer
not to
Schedule a meeting for as late m
the day as possible

COMICS/ FEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years age
Published IS a picture of John
1,oftus of Murray sizing his
Adjustable wrench to remove the
outs on an old ba.sketbaU backboard. He was removing It as a
favor to a friend. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
A barn off Protemus Road,
owned by Jed Workman and hay.
owned by Glen Crawford, were
destroyed by fire on Sept. 16.
Fourteen volunteers and four trucks
of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue answered the call.
Births reported include a boy
to Phillip and Grace Slagle and
a boy to Michael and Amy Lovett,
Sept. 12
20 years ago
Local high school seniors named
as semi-finalists in the National
Scholarship Program were Arusha
Fnuel, Kristen Ruccio and Matt
Yuill of Calloway County High
School and Debbie Rutledge of
Murray High School.
Published is a picture of Porter
Hutchens of Murray with a large
group of family and friends at his
100th birthday dinner held at
Homeplace Restaurant.
Births reported include a girl
to Katrina and Chnstopher Taylor, Sept. 1.5; a girl to Luana and
Earl Drumheller, Sept. 17.
30 years ago
The Calloway County Board
of Elections Commissioners have
okayed creation of two new
precincts in Murray, forming 10
in the city that used to have eight.
Marvin Barns, Calloway County
Clerk, said two new precincts, 9
and 10. will be used for the first
time in November.
Barbara Kemper of Murray was
crowned as Miss Murray State
University. She is • a junior and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley Kemper.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nance, Aug.

29
Murray High School Tigers lost
42-0 to Mayfield Cardinals in a
football game at Mayfield.
40 years ago
Dana Taylor Johnson. 10, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Johnson
of Murray. died Sept. 17 at 4:30
p.m. from injuries sustained when
the trawl:nice he was nding collided with a car on U.S. 68, one
mile west of Aurora.
Olive Street will be widened
from one to four feet on the north
side of the street from Fourth to
Seventh as Southern Bell Telephone
Company IS planning to place an
underground cable under the sidewalk on the north side of Olive.
The widening will occur while
the street is torn up with the cable
construction.
Murray High School Tigers lost
.31-0 to Mayfield Cardinals in a
football game.
50 years ago
Applications for the nurses aid
training are now being accepted
at the Murray Hospital and training will begin Sept. 30. according to Bernard Haney, administrator.
"How Large Is Our World"
was the program presented at a
meeting of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church with Mrs.
Carl Lockhart, president. presiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall
will be married 50 years Sept.
22.
60 years ago
The Calloway. County Fair
opened yesterday at Planters Loose
Leaf floor building with a greater
amount of interest shown more
than ever before, according to the
fair officials.
Published is an artist's drawing of the new industrial arts
building to be erected on the campus of Murray State Teachers College.

Testaments to tolerance
offer hope for our future
DEAR ABBY: I am writing
to respond to "Grateful Mom"
(July 13), the widow who, in
her time of need, was invited
by her son Neil and his partner to live with them despite
having rejected Neil in the past
because he is gay. I have a gay
son, too, and
1 would not
trade him for
anyone. He
is the most
loving and
caring
son
parent
any
could ever
have. I consider myself
very lucky.

Dear Abby

When it was
time for me
to relocate, it
was his partner who first
approached me about moving
across the state to be near them.
My son helped me find a cute
little house to buy. My two dogs
and I are very happy.
I will not have grandchildren, but I do have granddogs
and another wonderful son. I
am blessed. -- ANOTHER
GRATEFUL MOM IN FLORIDA
DEAR ANOTHER MOM:
I am pleased that things are
going so well for you. The
responses to "Grateful Mom's"
letter were heartwarming. They
serve as a reminder that acceptance. love and recognition of
the importance of family can
triumph over intolerance and fear.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was touched
that "Grateful Mom' was able
By Abigail
Van Buren

Toilaylnlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 18.
the 261st day of 2007. There are
104 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 18, 1793, President
George Washington laid the cornerstone of the U.S. Capitol.
On this date:
In 1850. Congress passed the
Fugitive Slave Act, which created a force of federal corrunissioners charged with returning escaped
slaves to their owners.
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was killed in a plane crash in
northern Rhodesia.
In 1970, rock star JII711 Hendrix died in London at age 27
In 1975, newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst was captured by
the FBI in San Francisco, 19
months after being kidnapped by
the Symbionese Liberation Army.
In 1987. the movie "Fatal
Attraction," starnng Michael Douglas and Glenn Close, opened in
U.S. theaters.
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In 1851. the first edition of
The New York Times was published.
In 1927, the Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting System dater
CBS) made its on-air debut with
a basic network of 16 radio stations.
In 1947, the National Security Act, which created a National
Military Establishment. went into
effect.
In 1961. United Nations Secretary-General Dag Hammarskiold
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to reconcile with her son and
forge a wonderful relationship
with him. My oldest brother was
gay, and my parents welcomed
his life partner into our family.
We all have open minds and
hearts about individuality.
I was saddened to read that
-Grateful's" other children denied
their mother a place in their
homes. I took care of my mom
in her final years, and although
it was difficult for me to watch
her health deteriorate, I was
honored to be able to spend her
last moments with her. I cherish those memories. -- CATHY
IN RENO. NEV.
DEAR ABBY: I sin the father
of three boys, one of whom is
gay. *Grateful Mom" had forgotten the most basic of things
-- that your child is a part of
you, and we must love, support
and participate in our children's
lives. This is what's missing in
our society today, and it is causing all kinds of issues for the
next generation. I love all my
sons, and I am proud of them.
I hope 'Grateful' continues to
enjoy her son and continues to
share the lessons she is learning. -- PROUD DAD IN NEW
JERSEY
DEAR ABBY: My mom came
out to me and my brother about
five years ago. She had been
with men her whole life and,
while we were shocked, we
understood we could react in
one of two ways. We could
either accept her and her girlfriend, "Daphne," or disown her
and have to explain to our children why they couldn't see their
"nana." We decided to accept
my mother for who she is and
welcome Daphne into the family.
It was one of the best choices my brother and I ever made.
Daphne loves my kids and can't
wait to see them (she lives in
Australia) later this year. My
kids call her *Nana Daph." She
is the best thing that ever happened to my mom, and I'm
thankful she's in our lives.
I'm happy that "Grateful
Mom" learned to accept and
appreciate her son and his partner exactly the way they are. - JENNIFER IN INDIANAPOLIS
DEAR. ABBY: Thank you
for recommending P-FLAG (Parents. Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) to your readers. It is an organization that
provides understanding and support to both gays and their families. I have a lesbian daughter
who has brought me much joy
and pride. I went to P-FLAG
when she first came out, and it
was the wisest thing I ever did
for the two of us. -- BENITA
IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR ABBY:'Grateful" said
her two daughters and one of
her sons "married well." Sounds
to me like Neil is the one who
married well. Her letter made
me cry. If only the world could
be half as tolerant as Neil and
his partner. Ron. Because of
their good hearts and generous
spirits, even that intolerant mother was able to change. How
hopeful! -- BERKELEY. CALIF.,
READER

Mineral oil
may harm ear
DEAR DR. GOTT: For years,
1 have suffered with an inner ear
problem, many times to the extent
of nausea. I have been to several specialists with little to no help.
Talking with another person with
the
problem. I learned that
neither of us
has any ear
was. I galled putting a
little mineral
oil into my
ear a couple
of times a
week. It has
been several
months now
since I've had
a bout with
my ear.
By
Also, 1 am
Dr. Peter Gott
the only caregiver for my wife, who has been
bed-ridden for more than 2-1/2
years. She has had several strokes,
high blood pressure, diabetes (two
shots per day) and dementia. She
had a skin tag on her cheek about
the size of a toothpick. I put clear
nail polish on it for several days
and it came off without irritation.
My question: Is there any danger in either of these practices?
DEAR READER: If you happen to have a hole in your eardrum,
putting oil into the ear is not a
good idea, so I recommend that
you have your ears checked by
your family physician before continuing the oil treatment. If your
ears check out fine, then the mineral oil will not harm you.
The second situation is more
complicated, so I will refrain from
commenting on your wife's multiple health problems. which you
are apparently handling as best
you can. Using clear nail polish
to shrink or remove skin tags is
certainly an appropnate option,
especially for a bed-bound person with several other problems.
To give you related inforrna-

tion, I am sending you a copy
of my newly updated Health Report
"Ear Infections and Disorders."
Other readers who would like a
copy should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and
$2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
never wrimen to a newspaper. but
I read your column regularly and
feel you often offer great alternative choices to traditional medical therapies. I am a 58-year-old
retired nurse, and my husband is
a practicing OB/Gyn. Last year,
a young woman wrote about several embarrassing topics: urinary
control, which should definitely
be addressed by a urogynecologist, and flatus control during intimate situations, which may also
be helped by the same type of
specialist.
It is possible she may have
healed after her last delivery with
a possible fistula between her
vagina and rectum due to tearing. This happened to me, and I.
Like her, was considering becoming a hermit. My husband was
unaware this had happened and
had to make me get examined by
a colleague. Subsequent surgery
improved the situation. This should
definitely be checked out. Of
course, Kegel exercises and time
could also be helpful but may
not get to the root of the problem. The amount of gas produced
could also be helped, not only
by avoiding the foods you listed,
but also by completely cutting
out all carbonated beverages.'
DEAR READER: A rectovaginal fistula (a hole in this area)
is a common cause of troublesome symptoms, such as chronic
unnary infection and excessive
intestinal gas. Your suggestion
makes perfect sense and could vastly improve her quality of life.

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge
LaSI dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 6 4
V K 98
•A 9 8 6 4 3
*7
WEST
EAST
*12
•K 1 10 9 7
IPQ106 53 2
Vi
•5
•Q .1 7
4()9 8 3
•K 10 5 2
SOUTH
•Q 53
VA 7 4
•K 102
4A164
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
1*
Pass
1•
1
Pass
Pass
3•
Pass
3 5. F
Opening lead - eight of spades

The defenders usually have more
to think about than declarer because,
unlike declarer, they can't see each
other's hands. Declarer, however,
with his partner's hand in plain view,
is in a much better position to formulate what needs to be done to secure
the contract.
Take this case where West led a
spade against three notrump following the auction shown. East won with
the king after declarer played low
from dummy and mulled over what

to do next lie then correctly decided
there was no future in a spade continuation and shifted to a low club,
sounding the death knell for
declarer's chances.
South played low, West winning
with the eight and returning a loss
club to East's king. There was no
rocovery for South, whatever he did,
and eventually he lost three clubs,
diamond and a spade to go down
one.
East unquestionably earned his
success by abandoning spades and
shifting to a club at trick two. But
actually, he should never have had
the opportunity to beat the contract.
South erred grievously when he
played low from dummy on the
spade lead at trick one. He was asking for trouble, and he got it!
The bidding and opening lead
had clearly marked Fast with the
king of spades. It was therefore
unnecessary to protect the queen by
playing low from dummy.
There was far more pressing
business to be taken care of.
Dummy's diamonds were screaming
for attention, and this had to be done
before declarer's weak spot in clubs
could be exploited. South should
therefore have gone up with the ace
of spades at trick one and attacked
diamonds at trick two, which would
have assured him of finishing with at
least nine tricks.

Tomorrow: Sylvia does it again.
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1 Souffle
ingredient
4 Harsh calls
8Hurnenisneigh
bor
12 Scratch or dent
13 Territory
141 Fastened
15 Capitalize on
16 Potato style
18 Burger accompaniment
20 Quick look
21 Wind do
22 Lettuce variety
23 Machu Picchu
founder
27 Fiddle idly
29 Very long time
30 Bloc:Mopped
31 Ozarks St
32 Unusual
33 Beat the held
34 Capun st
35 Shoals
37 With to Fritz
38 Shade tree

39 Sweet wine
40 Loophole
41 Mali of
America s St
42 Fictional goy
erness
44 Keen
47 Horses gear
51 — — creek
52 Fat cats friend
53 Fiesta snouts
54 Chair pan
55 Garment flaw
56 Goddess
of victory
57 Agents take
DOWN
1 Ostrich kin
2 Nasty Cut
3 — spoon diner
4 Padong crate
5 Equator segment
6 Spear or club
7 Auctions
8 Visionary
9 Gloss target
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10 Soaety colum word
11 Build on to
17 — Mans auto
race
19 Elec unit

MIMI MOM
MOM MO= MEMO
ilIMMEMMION
MIME di=
MI dill dada
MAI AMM MUM
Mu din ME MO
MEd= dill MU
MOM MI du
MAMM MOM
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MIMI AMU ME
MOM AMMO MI

22 Food fish
24 Carson City
toe
25 Honeycomb
unit
28 Bede of fiction
27 SvArrimingpool COVef
28 Sandwich
cookie
29 Newspaper
execs
30 Cherry seed
32 More
frequently
33 Intelligence
36 Sound of hesitation
37 Granola re
38 Swallow up
40 Mr Welles
41 Cairo Yo-Yo
43 Quaker pronoun
44 To be.
to Cassia
45 Dueler's sword
46 Go postal
47 Sweltering
48 Citrus cooler
49 Narrow inlet
50 Cartoon shriek
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